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1. INTRODUCTION
The fundamental purpose of communication and telemetry systems
is the transmission of- reliable informatidn or data through an unreliable
channel. In space communications a major constraint is the limitation of
transmitter power available on the spacecraft. Or equivalently, for a
given transmitter size, and hence...power;. we are interested in maximizing
the possible range that the spacecraft can attain while still maintaining
telemetry transmission to the earth within a specified error rate. Also,
the waveforms of the transmitted signals are limited by the complexity of
the coding and transmitting equipment, but more -significantly by their
allowed bandwidth. The bandwidth normally must be small enough so that.
transmission over adjacent channels is not affected by the operation in the
given channel.
As early as 1949, Shannon [Is' 11 has shown that it should be pos-
sible to exchange bandwidth for power, so that by increasing bandwidth
one should, at least in principle, be able to make up for the lack of trans-
mitter power. This can be made slightly more precise by introducing
channel capacity, as derived by Shannon [ 1. 1] for a given bandwidth B...
namely
C=Blog2 
L
1 +N	 (1. I)
where P is the signal power and N is the noise power. When the com-
munication is that of transmission. and reception of electromagnetic sig-
nals, whether microwave ,oar optical, between a satellite or a deep space
vehicle and the earth, the channel disturbances can be represented by
additive white Gaussian noise. This is because the principle source of
disturbances in, space communications is Galactic noise, which . has a very
wide bandwidth and near constant spectral density, thus representable as
white noise. The advent of the maser has reduced. internal thermal noise
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in the microwave region to where it is negligible in comparison to Galactic
noise. Sintil.arly in optical systems, using lasers for instance, the limit-
ing noise due to the "zero-point field" is again, white Gaussian. The noise
spectral density in either case is given by
C^
w
hl-' + by kTs
e	 ^- l
(1.2)
where T s is the source temperature, v the carrier frequency, h .flank's
constant, and k Boltzman's constant. Thus, with the advent of space com-
munications, we have I real - life `° channels which can be statistically de-
scribed by additive Gaussian noise.
Hence, if the noise spectral density is (D, then the noise power is
N ; (0) (2B)	 (1.3)
and
CB _ $ ^0^2
 c1 + 2(DB ^	 (1.. 4)
which is -a maximum when B increases without bound. The maximum value is
C^ = ^ log e.	 (1-5)
By Sham-ion' s coding theorems, for a given information rate H, we can trans-
in.it at rate H with zero error if
H <C.	 (1.6)
Hence, if bandwidth is no limitation, we should be able to attain transmission
with no error if
H< 2. Iog2 e l• rl)
or. the power required need not be greaten than
1ti
However, there are two major drawbacks in this theory. For one
thing, the coding theorems do not tell us how to attain zero error trans --
mission. Secondly, even if we were fortunate enough to find the optimum
code, we know that it would rewire transmission signals of infinite time
duration to attain zero error. In a practical system, however, the time
duration T of the signal waveforms is fixed and finite. Moreover, regard-
less of which concept of bandwidth we use, infinite bandwidth is never allowed
in a practical system.
The approach we take here is to design optimal signals when they
are constrained to a specified average power P and a finite time duration T.
W6 shall state precisely what we mean by finite bandwidth and how this af-
fects optimal signal. design. We shall adopt the design criterion of probability
of error because of its inherent physical significance based on the law of Large
numbers. The optimization can then be viewed either as minimizing the aver-
age power for a given probability of error or as minimizing the probability of
error for a given allowable signal. power. The results will be the same. We
employ the latter optimization here. This places the optimal signal design
problem in the framework of detection theory, differing from most previous
approaches in that they placed the problem in the context of information theory
or error -correcting codes. Although the information -theoretic notions are
not necessary in ghat follows, we shall often find them useful, if only to indi a-
cate ,'what the connections axe.
n
REFERENCES:
1. 1 C. E. Shannon, The Mathematical. Theory of Communication,
University of Elinois Press, 1949.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF CONDITIONAL GAUSSIAN
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Let x be an n-dimensional Gaussian variate with mean u.
Let y be an m-dimensional Gaussian variate with mean v.
Let
Z- x
Y
which has Gaussian probability density function
G(Z;U;V)
where
V _v 1 X12
V21 V22
where
V 11 is the covariance matrix of x,
	 1
V 22 is the covariance matrix of y,
and V - Vx
 is the correlation matrix between x and y.12	 21
Then the conditional density of x given y, is
	 i
f(x/y) G(x;O;,C)
where
R - u+V V- (y - -v}12 22
and
C = V11 - V12V V21
If y is a singular density, "it is sufficient to consider. the largest
number of components of y whose density is non-singular; .
 neglecting the
tither components.
APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF 'T'ETRA -CHORIC SERIES
(See Reference 4.7 for a more complete development
ofthe .following Theorems. )
Theorem. B. 1. The Bivariate Gaussian Distribution
Let F be a .bivariate Gaussian distribution with zero means, unit
variances, and correlation coefficient p.
Define
00	 coo
d --	 dF
h k
Then
Co	 r
d= Z r Tr (h) Tr (k)
r=o
where
)r-1
Tr W= C- dx	 G (),
G 
	
1	 r 2X2
2 7r
and the convergence is uniform for I p) :5 1.
This is called the tetra--chor_c series for the bivariate Gaussian
distribution.
"Theorem B. 2. For the M-dimensional case:
00	 Co
d
	
	 G (x, 0; a,) d 1XI
h 1 h 
s
Then
n,
00	 (hi f
	 dqZ.	
-
d-E E...Z...
	 "^ --	 ( k)
.	 ^ dx
r=o 1.2	 ni fa 	 nM-1 M i> a (
n ij)	
Lk=1
s
such that	 n. - ri >j ij
1}
where!
M
n .. Z n. q•
	
i=l	 i-1	 a i	 J
•	 .	 fi#a 	 a
Note:
1 . )	 Irnij}. and {qJ depend on the value of r.
2) The r 0 term is
M
H	 G (x) dxj= 1
3) if we wish to expand
hl h 
d_	 G (xa 0, a) di x I
—CO — CO
00
instead of d, the summation Z remains unchanged, but the r w 0 term
becomes	 r=1
h.
M
R Y G(x) dx = E	 (hi)i=l -oo=1
A
I
I
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT FOR COHERENT CHANNELS
2.	 Description in the Time Domain
We now describe the Find of communication link with which we will
be concerned. A basic block diagram -of the system is shown in Figure 2. 1.
The information or data usually comes from several analog sources
which -are ,
 sampled, digitized, and arranged in the form of .sequences of
binary digits, although in general., the digitized symbols could be elements
from a K-ary alphabet. The encoder maps sequences of digits of length n
one-to-one onto a set of ' M time varying waveforms each of T seconds dura
Lion. This is known as block encoding. This resulting sequence of time
varying signals is then used to modulate a high frequency carrier (AM, FM,
PM, etc., or combinations .of these) . - Since each member of each sequence
can be any element of :the alphabet, we necessarily have M = (Kf, or M = 2n'
in the binary case. Thus, the primary source may- be taken as discrete
having a nominal rate of. H bits per 
I 
second.' If the source is .binary, as is
usually the case, then the maximum possible rate is of course the number of
bits per second, and. this is what is normally taken as H, since the system
must certainly be prepared to handle this rate. Because it is normally im-
possible to specify quantitatively the precise probabilistic structure of the
source, the maximum value of H is assumed, namely
H T  log2 M
Thus in one T second -interval, the total number of possible signals is
M 2 H
It is clear that M and T are more basic to us than H. For our purposes,
we could equivalently say that the M transmittable waveforms are equi -likely
and that each successive waveform , is independent of all previous ones, ne-
glecting the form of the data source and the encoder.
a
.1
The fransntted signal for a parti.culaT T second interval is assumed
to be of the form
V S. (t)
.3
when V is an amplitude scale factor, S i
 (t) is one of M equi likely signals
of the form
S (t) = A . (t) cos w ti	 -:- 	3	 c
0 :5 t 5 Ts	 j = 1, ... , M; (2.1)
A fit) and u. (t) are narrow band signals with respect to the radian carrier
frequency w c ; and the A^ (t) are normalized, i. e.
TA2 W	 1,...,M	 (2. 2)go i
so that V2 is the average power level of the transmitted waveform. Note that
2
a completely- equivalent way 'to write the transmitted signals would be to intro -
duce complex waveforms, as in Reference 2. 1.
The received signal for a particular T period will be denoted'by
y(t) V Si (t) + N(t)	 0:5 t:5 T,	 (2.3)
where N(t) is white Gaussian noise with two--sided spectral density (Dc.
The receiver is assumed to have the following characteristics:
(1)	 It knows the fort (except for the amplitude V) of all the
transmitted signals, i. e. ; knows-the form of each S. (t),
_ 1, . . . , M6
U)	 It is synchronized in .time (i. e. knows the time interval . .
[0, T] during which the signal will arrive), and is phase
coherent (i. e. , knows the carrier phase angle). The re -
cent development of synchronous codes and phase locked
Loops makes these two assumptions physically attainable.
H-2
i(3)	 Its sole purpose is to decide at time T which one of the M
signals S. W has been transmitted,- based only on the wave-
form received during the interval [ 0, TI.
For a fixed M-ary signaling alphabet ISM eta}, and using maximum
probability of detection as the optimization criterion, it is readily shown
that the optimum receiver is the one which forms the following scalar prod -
ucts (see Figure 2. 2):
T	 '.
i
 = [y(t) • Si (t) =	 Y(t) Si M dt	 .
0
i = 1.10 4.,M
and decides that the jth signal has been transmitted if
E. max (E 1, E2 0 ... , EM )	 (2. 5)J
The notation used in Equation (2. 4)  for the scalar product (or cor -
relation of time functions) will be used throughout.
For every set of M signals of the form specified by Equation (2. 1),
there exists an optimum receiver and a corresponding probability of detec -
ti.on. In this large class of sets of M signals, all restricted to ag energy
of	 in T seconds, we wish to find that subclass which has the largest
probability of detection. We also want to determine whether this optimum
class of sets is independent of the average power level V 2 The following
2
section will indicate that determining this subclass can be . reduced to find-
ing certain classes of D—dimensional vectors on the D-dimensional unit
sphere satisfying certain-optimization requirements.
Note that the decision rule will nut be altered if all the E  s are multiplied
by a common positive scale factor.
11-3
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2.2	 Reduction to Finite Dimensional Euclidean ^^ace
Using (2.2), the average received signal power is given by
'T
=1]
2
v	 V Si (t)	 dt = 2	 ^ ! dto,	 o
2
+ 2T
Y! 
yo J
 (t) com 
2w 
t + 20.E dt = 2
	 (2.6)J
 ) 
assuming that the carrier frequency is high enough. to neglect the second in
tegra 1. Integraas of this form will be omitted throughout, ..and is justified on
account of the narrow-banded assumption of A. (t) and W. The signal. .
energy received during the interval. [ 0, T] is
Energy = T Pav =	 (2.7)
From (2. 3) and (2. 4), the ith correlator output, Ei, assuming the jth
signal has been tranamitted, is given by
T
0
= V A (t) Ai t^ cos Wct + 0i (th) cos W + 
^ 
(0) elt
o
+ STN (t) A, W cos 
w e + 
0, (t) dt
Expanding and applying the narra' w-banded assumption, E i can be written as s
	
Ei =	 A . (t) Cos W
	
A.i W cos Oi (t) dt
a
+ 
T 
IL A. (t) sin 4 M A'i (t) sin i W dt
	
+	 N (t) cos wt ][Ai M Cos i (t) rit
a
—YT
N (t) sin 0t	 A (t) sin ^i (t	 dt
0
0
Psj1 (t)
s^ Et) =
S . W
^2
A (t} cos ^^ (t}
.A.^ (t} sin ^^ (t}
D !St :5T,	 i =.1,,..,M (2. 10)
and specifying N (t) and ^ (t) by
	
n1 (t}	 N (t) cos w t
	
n2 (t}	 -N (t} sin wit	 (2.11)
and
Y1(t}
^ fit} _	 -	 2 .s . (t} + N (t}	 (2.12)
	
^2 (t}	 ^ ^
the Ei and corresponding probability of detection can be computed by consider -
ing the following equivalent system:
Let
S^ (t} be transmitted signal vector,
N (t} be the additive noise vector,
and	 y (t} the received signal vector.
The optimum receiver in this case performs the following operations:
E. =	 y (t} •. Si (t}	 =
 [YI (t}	 Si 1(t}
	
+	 y2 (t} • Si 2 (t)	 i = I ? - '* , , M	 (2. 13)
^i
Iwhich agrees with (2. 9) . Thus an observer at the receiver output would
not be able to distinguish between the two systems, since the set of Ei I
 s
is identical for each.
Furthermore it is noticed that the carrier frequency has been
eliminated from the signal set in the second model.. Because there exists
a one- -to -one correspondence between the signal sets of the two models, an
optimum set for one model corresponds to an optimum set for the other.
Since the signal, set in the second model does not involve the carrier fre-
quency, it has been eliminated from the optimization, provided it is suf-
ficiently large to make the narrow banded assumptions.
A further reduction is possible to finite --dimensional vectors, since
the signal set is finite. That is, we can write
D .
s' ^ k (t),	 = I ... , M	 (2. 1.^4)
Zk=1.
where
	
q)kl (t)
Ok (t)	 fit)	 1.k = , . . . , D	 (2.15)
k2
is an orthogonal set of basis functions such that
f Pik
 fit) ^G
 (t) 	 Okl (t) • 0,01 fit)] + [ Ok2 fit) - TP,02 (t)'	 (2.16)L
=T S k.0
and where
s  _1 [ ^ (t) 
• 'Pk 4t7	 (2. 1.7)k T	 i
The dimensionality D -of the signal, set is at most M, and is a measure of the
bandwidth of the signal. set. This will. by "'Iscussed in detail in the next. section.
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The =&-Se	 N can alskz: `
ten. zxzilnded U^^ .mg tn^
Awr	 x
74-
T=L
where the Em- 	va--=,'able s! vrfthare G	 aszi
E
and
W\7
2
IT
2T
and where &(Q is that' part of the noise which is orthogonal to the basis
functions 0 -L	 i.e.j 	I
2
	
A M'	 W	 0	 (2, 22)
hM
Since A (t) is orthogonal to each	 (t), 4 fit) does not affect the value
of any of the correlator outputs Ei, i w 1, .. , , M.	 'Therefore, for our op-
timization purposes, A (t) can be eliminated from consideration, and if we
define
D
No {t) -	 ^i Tpi (t) (2.23)i=1
we can allow the received signal y fit) to be
yet) =	 S. 4t) +N W.2	 o (2.24)
N W can be characterized by the D--dimensional, noise vector
Z = (2.25)
-D
Substituting each of these expansions into (2. 13), we can express E. as
D	 (
VD7 	 i
2 Sk + ^k
	
^k 4t)	 s	 t)t.^	 .^h=1
2	 i	 1 .,	 M (2.26)
where the asterisk means "the transpose of".	 Also
df
i
and
2^
T^
Ecz Ell') W W ♦ 	 i
where I is the DxD identity matrix.
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ry
noise vector Zs and the received s ay is the rez z,11 %
+
The optimum receiver forms the scalar produ+ots indcatc d t^N y
 (2-:26)
and again decides S was transmitted it
E. = max E.3	 i
The decision rule and therefore the probability of detection v'ill not
be affected if the E  are all multiplied by a scale factor. This allows us to
nnultiply the received vector by the factorand to neglect the T in
JVTC I J.
(2, 26). Then we can define a normalized received vector
v =	 s +Z
o Nf TED i oc
where
o	 c^
C.
Here2 is a D -dimensional. Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and Covar
0
i:ance matrix equal to the Dx]) identity matrix.
Let
^ V
2C
11-10
IThen
V = )L S. +
o	 a (2.30)
X2 is the signal energy to noise spectral density ratio, which *e will hence-
forth call the signal. -to -noise ratio (SNR) .
This last formulation of the E. ?
 s cannot be distinguished. (except for
a scale factor) from the basic model formulation by an observer stationed
at the receiver output. Using (2.30) and (2. 5), the probability of detection
PD
 is given by
PD ZPr (S.) Pr {V	 .) max (V S.) S was transmitted
or equivalently
F	
^	
Fr E. = max E i
 S^ was transmitted	 (2.31)
The problem of determining the set of {s.} which maximizes PD for
various M and D -and of determining the dependence -or independence of these
optimal sets on SNR is known as the sphere -packing problem of Communica ..
Lion Theory.- The solution of this problem (also known as the signal selection
problem) is our primary goal.
In this section we have shown that the signal design problem can be
reduced to that of finding M unit vectors on a' D-dimensional unit sphere
which maximize a given functional., namely probability of detection.
We -conclude the section by indicating that once the optimum set of
{.} has been determined, the corresponding set of {A.i(t)} and {oi(t)j can
easily be determined. Using the optimum set of { i^}
.^^(t) cosi^(t)	 D	 ai(t)
A.M' sin fir. $t) 	 b. (t)
H-1 1
v,.rhe re
D
-a . fit) =	 sx i l 4th
and
Db	 }--	 si i2 fit)
Then
A	 a It) + b2 M
and
i
0. M = principal value of tan
a. )
2.3	 Bandwidth Considerations
In Chapter IV, we will show that the probability .of detection can be
written as a function of only SNR and the set of inner products { . I of the
signal ,
 vectors. :'What is, the. only characte' istic' of the basis .functions used
in determining'
 the probability of detection is that they are orthogonal. The
actual, waveshapes do not enter in. This means thai if a second communica-
tion system is considered, which has a different transmittable signal. set
Is 4t3, i = x, . ; , I11L which can be expressed in terns of a different orthogonal
basis, say { r fit), i = 1 .3 .. , , D}, but with the same linear combinations as those
in the original system., i. e.
D
s	 3 S. 	 4t), i	 I .? .. , , M	 (2.32)
J=1
10 -
and with M, , D, V,. T, (D-, and the set of is I the same in both systems,
then the probability of detection for both systems is equal. Or, more
generally speaking, the probability of detection is 'a function of X, M, D,
and the set of signal vector inner products3.3^, and depends not at all on
which orthogonal basis is used to form the .signal waveforms.
Therefore, .the D basis functions can be designed or chosen accord.--
ing to some other criterion, and can be done so independently of the signal
selection problem. The criterion normally used is to choose the basis
functions to conform to some specified bandwidth restrictions. The only
parameter which affects both the selection of optimal signal vectors and the
selection of the orthogonal basis functions is the total number of basis
functions, D.
.A. realistic way to arrive at a value for D is the following:
For a given time interval. [O,T] . outside of which the waveforms must
be identically zero,- how many orthogonal waveforms can l design which have
a given percent energy within a specified bandwidth I-B,B], realizing,' as
will be shown later, that the maximum value D need be is M-1?
If D has already been determined because of its effect on probability
of error, which will also be discussed in detail., then the criterion for de --
termining basis functions could be rephrased in either of the following ways:
1. For given T and D, what is the minimum bandwidth, B, re -
quired for D orthogonal functions which vanish in time outside
I0, T] and have a given percent energy within the bandwidth
1 "$,; BI.?
2. For give. T - and D, what is the largest percent of :dotal energy
that D orthogonal functions can have within the given bandwidth
[-B, B], when the functions vanish in time outside [O, T] ?
The problem of determining these optimal waveforms when the criterion
is any of the above is discussed by Sl.epian and Pollak2 ' 2 , and Danden and
P61lak.2'
R.13
The main-point is *
 that, except for the -dimensionality D, the selection
of signal vectors-to minimize probability of error is 'disjoint from the prob-
lem of choosing waveforms that conform to certain bandwidth restrictions.
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III. SIGNAL DESIGN WHEN THE DIMENSIONALITY OF THE
SIGNAL SET IS RESTRICTED TO TWO
We now study the optimal signal design problem for the case when the
dimensionality of the signal set is restricted to two. The signal set con-
listing of equal spacing of the M vectors around the unit circle is proven to
be the optimum and this optimal choice is shown to be independent of signal -
to -noise ratio. The question is then raised as to whether it is possible to
have two suboptimal signal sets, say {Si, i = j .' ... , M} and {Sz, i = 1 J
 ... , M},
such that the probability of detection for {Si}, namely PD X; {Si}	 is larger
than that for {Si } for some SNR while the reverse is true for other SNR. A
subclass of the two dimensional signal sets is shown not to possess this prop
erty. However, by example, it is shown that there are signal sets such that
the preference of one to the other does indeed depend on the signal -to -noise
ratio.
When the signal waveforms are restricted to two dimensions, they can
be expressed in the time domain as
A (t 3 cos 0 i M
ABM sin 0i(t) ) Si	 i (t}0l (t^ + 22
j = x,...,M
	 (3. I)
One choice of basis functions are those which are non--time varying,
namely
1	 D
I (t} =	 and	 2 (t3 µ	, 0 E t < T
	
(3.2)
0	 1
Any choice of basis functions is possible of course, but in the two dimensional
case these are the most logical. With this choice SA M is then non-time vary-
ing. Hence, S (t) S.(t) is non-time varying, which indicates A B M and therefore
c M are constants for each j. Since
j.
e
a
oy
y
a
	
T 2
	
i
	
T	 A. W dt --Is	 ^— 1 r • J, M
o
and since A3(t) A f we-get A.' 1, j = 1, ... , M. Therefore,
	
cos ^^	 s 
1
S.^t^ •-
	 '^
^. (sin .	 15	 j	 I s .. . j M.	 (3.3)
The 'S are utiit vectors on the two-dimensional unit circle, as they should be
to_ conform to the development in the previous chapter. The corresponding
ttansm.ift 'able •si.gnal-set is
V cos (w is +. ¢^ ^.,	 05 t :5 T,	 j	 1, ... , M
	
c	 J
sand with this. choice of basis functions, the phase angle 	 corresponds to the
angle that the signal vector S makes with-the positive y 1 axis, where
1
	
-	 --hS,+N	 {3.4)
y2
Js the normalized received vector (see Figure 3. 1). So, when D is restricted
to two, the only allowed variation between the different transmittable signals
is the reference phase angle.
Relating the Phase: Angle in the Trans mittable Signal to the
Corresponding Signal Vector ,in Two Dimensions
FIGURE 3. 1
.t
k
3. 1
	
Optimal Signal. Selection in Two Dimensions
For a fixed set of {S^} on the two-dimensional unit circle, and em-
ploying the optimum receiver for this particular signal set (namely, choosing
that signal which corresponds to the maximum correlator output), from (2. 31)
the probability of detection is given by
M
P	 S.	 Pr tom' .) _ 
	
D	 {
 i}	 S^ max 	 S.^ Si was transmitted
When PD
 is written in this manner there is no restriction on dimensionality.
However, in two dimensions we can express PD in the following way:
Theorem 3. 1. For the received vector Y, given by (3. 4), where N has a
Gaussian probability density function with covariance matrix
1	 Q
0 
the probability of detection can be written
1 2	 8.P^• S
	
_ I e _X2/ 2	 ^	 - 2 r 1 ^	 ^.i2 A,r CosaD 	 M ., { i}	 rr	 r dr e	 e	 da
o	 z=1 v
(3.5)
where the angle 0i is the angle between signal vectors S1 and _S i+1 (number-
ing the signals consecutively around the unit circle and defining 0M as the
angle between. 9  and S l y .
Hence, we clearly have
M 0i - 27r and s i ? 0, i = 1, ... , M.
i=1
(3.6)
Proof: Since the additive noise is independent of the a priori signal distribu w
Lion, we can write
111--3
P(YISi) = P (Y- ^.S i) - 2^r exp - 2 (Y- ^,5 , } (y -AS.)	 (3.7)1
where pN.( ) is the noise p, d, f.
PD can then be expressed as
PD (^ {Si}) = M 1^1 s P (Y /5i) d	 (3.8)
R.:.
1
where R  is 'the region where (Y • Si)? (Y • Sj), j = 1, . , ,., M (see Figure 3. 2),
o.
S1..1
1 .	 Sl	 Ye
\— UNIT CIRCLE
RI
	
R
	 REGION WHERE Y Si ? Y Sj
j=,...,M
FIGURE 3, 2
Let
cos 8
	
Y ^. r
	
(3.9)
  ( sin 8
and define
e
A -- 2
92
d2=B^- 2
Also
s^	 cos
	 8..
_	
j=i
.-I
s2	 sin	 9j-j
Substitution yields
PD
 X; { i}	 M7r e	 dr r e0
A.
d 9 exp [ Xr f ( si) 1 cos 8 + s2 sin 9
which can be further reduced to
1
2	 f
2	 °Q1 r	 ti
PD	 MirX; {8.	 -	 e_ I2	 dr re - 	IOLOa ^ 
Yo
where
M 0i/2	 1
,. ► .	 r	 Xr cos cx
Hence the probability of detection depends only on the SNR, X, and
the set of .angles 10J between the adjacent signal vectors. This indicates
that PD
 is independent of rotations of the signal vectors about the origin,
which is equivalent to saying that PD depends only on signal vector inner
products and is independent of orthogonal transformations made on them.
We prove this fact for all dimensions in the next chapter. P is also in-
dependent of the order in which the signals are placed on the unit circ'i e, . so
long as the angle between Si and the signal vector adjacent to it in the counter
clockwise direction remains 6i . Thi s characteristic is true. only when D=2,
since for D> 2, the concept of numbering the signals requires more criteria
for ordering.
Theorem 3. 2.. In two dimensions, the optir-nal 'signal set (optimal in the sense
of maximizing the probability of detection) consists of the M signal vectors
equally spaced around the unit circle, and moreover, this is the optimum for
all signal-to-noise ratio.
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that I (Ax) is maximized at every Xr> O by
choosing Bi
	 -,i = 1, ... , My - (i. e. , equal. spacing) . This is accomplished
by showing that any other choice of J9.} will be less than this.
Let I0(7tr) 'correspond to the choice
Bi -	 , i = 1, ... , M.	 (3.14)
Let
AM =
Yo
I e k cos a d
	
(3.15)(^3^	 a
f(P) is a convex downward function of A, for Q 5 P 5r and any k.' This is true
because
a2 F(Q) _	 k cos P
-
2	
(-k sin 9) e
a^
111-6
is either always ?: 0 or always < 0 depending on the given value of k. In
our case k = Xr is always ? 0. Because of the convexity of f((3) (see Fig-
ure 3. 3),
r
F(P)
V Q
where
FIGURE 3. 3
M	 M
F	 y. 	 i;	 ?	 F
	 (A'':;. 16)
M
i-Yi =1, 'yi ?0, 1 =1,...,M
i=1
and
^• E [0, 7r],	 i = 1, ... , M.
Let
aOyi =	 M .9 and
- 2i
then
M
Tr
i-L
Substituting
M 6
M F CM ? I F 2i=1
Thus
?r / M
I(	 ) 1	 ME e
Yo
Xr cos a
	 da
o Mn i=L
M
^ /21 ^.r co
e	 s , a da = I(Xr)
i.=1 0
(3.17)
(3.18)
QED
O
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Probability of Error vs. Signal-to-Noise Ratio for the
Optimal Signal Set When 0 = 2
FIGURE 3. 4
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The probability of detection for this optimal signal set is
_X2 /2
	
cO
r
^'	 .;	 2rr	 ^,	 ( ,} M ' a	 dr r e 2 r2	 eXr cos Ord
max	 YO	 so
(3.19)
which can he rewritten as
PD 	W = 2	 G(y) dy	 G (x) dx	 (3.20)
	
max	 o
y cot 
1! 
-X
where
W ^..,e 1. X2
The minimum probability of error F
	 M ^ 1
 ^PD W is
plotted in Figure 3. 4.
	
Emin	 max
Note that the optimum receiver and optimal signal set were found
finder the assmnmption of an equi -likely a priori signal distribution. However,
the probability of detection of the resulting optimum . system is independent of
the a priori distribution, which is an excellent property since the a priori dis -
tribution is not really known in advance in practical situations... This does not
mean, howeveri
 that this system is optitAurn for a known non -equi -likely a
priori distribution.
.312	 Communication Effici ency
 and Channel	 for Two Dimensional
-Signal Seta
Communication Efficiency is defined as
Average Received Si aI Power
	 (3.21)[	 [Information Rate of Source in bits sec.]
In the basic Model,, we have assumed that successi.- message s are I
statistically independent, and that they are equally likely. Hence,
H information rate of the source ;.
log M(bits /message) 	 }.A
-- 
T
; log., (bits /second).
	 ^3. 2^ ). 
6
1_	 '
r	
^
C
E
(3. 23)
From (2. 6)
Therefore
Y
Pav ^' 2
TV
2 (DC Iog2 M
a
and from ( 2.29)
2;t2
-
V
 
T 
-al.og M = PT H2	 2
c
PD
	can then be expressed in terms of [3 and M as
max
( 3..24)
PD 	2	 G (y) dy	 G (x) dx	 (3.25)
max	 o	 y	 -^---
^r W l'og2 M
^Ean M
The information rate at the output of an addit a Gaussian continuous
channel. is (Reference 3. 1)
R = I . g2
	 P W
	
df
^^	 N
- .og2 i +	 df
	
(3.26)
o	 N }
where PS(f) and P (f) are the signal and noise spectral densities, respectively.
If the channel is band -Limited to cif cps on either side of the carrier, and the
noise has flat spectral density, the total noise power is N = 4W 0 , and
W	 PI (f)
R = 2	 l.og2	 1 ' + ^
	 df
o	 c
where
PI' M = P {f + fC)
III-1.0
hChannel capacity is the maximum attainable value of R ,  under a
given power restriction on the signal. If Pav is the maximumallowable
`	 signal power, R is maximized by a Gaussian signal that also has a flat
	
{
spectral density, say S. Thus
R
i
P =
av 
4WS
and
P
CW = 2W log2
 I + 4W (D(3.27)
.	 c
Since C
W 
is a monotonically increasing function in W, if them is no
bandwidth restriction, we can allow W- - oo, and
C = Pav00^ g2to e > CW for all W.	 (3.28)2C
By Shannon' s 'theorem,, it is possible to transmit H bits /sec, with zero
error if and only if •H < C. Suppose H is fixed at some value m _ I log 2M .
Hence
M = 2mT = 2HT	 (3.29)
.A. method of obtaining arbitrarily small probability of error i s to allow T to
become sufficiently large. In the limit as T^Qo, for fixed H, 'M —Co . Like--
wise ^.--moo. ^, however, remains constant. For a given coding scheme the
probability of error is a function only of P and M.
When there is no restriction on band-width, Shannoh' s Theorem states
P--} 	 as M--).. Co 	 if H < CD	 00
P
D
^ 0	 as M---,-oo	 if H > CCO	 (3.30)
For H < C, we get
CO
H < 1'a r to	 a	 (3.31)2 (D_ 2
c
Or
log, e > 2.
Thus as M-1- co,
P
D
-^ 1	 for	 P log2 e>2
PD 0	 for	 0; lag e < 2
	 SL 99-
So, . for a given H and given 9hannel, the minir urn average signal power
required .for "zero error is given by
Pav
	
y 2 0 H loge 2.
min
Consider now the application of these results to the case why mss= 2.
In (3.25), for large M
Z" Ord p log2 mew ^Lm_ .. r^ .Og2	 ^,00
tan
as M-^ co for every y>0 Thus
UrA P	 = 0 for every	 (3..35)
M — oo max
Strictly speaking, the true bandwidth of M-phase modulation systems
is undefinable because ,the process is non-stationary. (We are speaking
.here of a stochastic process.. ln . the previous chapter the definition. of b.and-
width was for deterministic waveforms and employed the percent energy
concept.) if a substitute bandwidth is defined as -the ratio of number of de-
grees of freedom, D, to T, the message length, then
av
f = 2W log	 + 23.3^c
r
_-__W,_,-
	
-- 
where now W ^. For D fixed at 2, as T^ co, M--> ca and
T
-mo CW = 0	 (3. 3'7)
Since H is fixed at a value greater than zero, H > C = 0, and since
CO
lim P	 = 0
T --),- oo max
from (3.35), Shannon' s Theorem has been substantiated. T increasing and D
fixed is an example of a band decreasing code, Regular simplex and orthogonal.
codes (to be discussed later) are examples of band increasing codes.
Even though signal design for finite time, T, is our primary purpose,
it is significant to show that the optimal results do satisfy Shannon' s limit
theorems for large T.
3.3	 Partial Ordering of the Class of Two Dimensional Signal. Sets
In the previous chapter, the question of whether or not the optimal sig-
nal choice is dependent on the signal.-to-noise ratio, X, was raised anal was
said to be a significant part of the optimal signal design problem. In section
3, x, we prove that in the two - dimensional case, at any rate, the optimal signal
set is indeed independent of signal 
-to -noise ratio. The questio ri still remains,
however, as to whether it is possible to have two suboptimal signal sets, say
{Si , i = l., , .. ; M} and {S 
	
M} such that the probability of detection for
{S }, namely PD ^, ; {Si} is larger than that for j for some X while the
reverse is true for other X.
The problem involved here can be phrased in terms of a partial order-
ing of the class of signal sets (or equivalently a partial ordering of the class
of non -negative definite 111.E x M matricies of given rank) . We induce a partial
ordering by saying:
sSi} is preferred to {Si} if and only if
I
-	 I
As in section 3. 1, let us represent a set of M signals -in two-
dimensions. by the angles between adjacent points on the unit circle;
thus a set of M signals can be specified by the column vector
B1
BM
where
M
e - 2 rr.
i=1 ^.
The induced partial ordering is definitely non -empty because the
optimal choice, namely equal spacing, is better than any other choice for
all X. However, we can say more.' Consider the following
Definition:
One set of M signals (B') is said to be more equally spaced
than another set of M signals, (8) if they can be related by
(0') = (P) (0)
where the M x M matrix ,P is such that
M	 'M
p.. - E p. - 1 for all i, j - I, ..., M
and
pij ? 0 for all i, j = 1 3 . . 0.9 M.
Then we can prove the following
Theorem: 3. 3
`	 Suppose (B') is more equally .spaced than (0), Then,
PD (h; (B r )) ? PD (X; (B)^ for all X? D,
(3.39)
Since
(9 1
 ) _ (P) (8)
M
Bi	
.pijejj= 1
'When because of the convexity in P of 
P e k cos a da
0
:N
M ei /2
T (Xr; ( B t )^ _	 eX11 cos a da
i w 1 0
M
E pij 0 /2	 8.^2
-
M j=1	
aXrcos ada^,
	Xr cos aE	 pi .	 e	 da
i=1 0	 i j	 Yo
M	 XrZ	 e	 da=l(hr, (0
j =1 0
(3.40)
Since this inequality holds for all Xr ? 0
PD
 ( X;(0 1 )) ? P	 h.;{e} for all h ? 0
QED
3.4 Example Demonstrating Dependence of Some Suboptimal Signal
Sets on SIXTH
Hence the subclass of signal sets which can be related as in the above
definition is totally ordered. However, not all sets of signals can be so
related. if one signal set has a higher probability of detection for some X,
it is not necessarily true that it has a higher PD
 for all X. The following
example demonstrates both of these facts.
Theorem: 3.4
Let (8 I
 w ^ Q l'	 ; B2
	
93 4
and (0) _ 0 _ ; 9 = 3n; 0 w gar1 S	 2	 4	 3 S
111- 15
ra
	
R	 ^	 1
(Since 81 is less than Q 1 , 0 2D and 0 V and since 0 3 is greater than
8 1, 0 2, and 8 3! (B T and tB) cannot be related by a matrix P having the
characteristics indicated above).
Then
(X;(8))> PD (A.,-(0 1 )) for small X
and
	
P,, ( ;L;(0) < PD ^ A;(0	 for large X.
Proof;
For small X.
Differentiating (3. 13) with respect to X and setting h = d yields
aP^ ( h; (0)	 - 1 3	 B.
8^	 3vE sin 2
^.=0 1
7r	 67r
sin	 + sin - - + sin L7r 3 7r 	6	 1^ 6^	 16
3 7r 2.09976
OPD ^^ ^ (ez )^
aA	 h=0
N 2.01367
Therefore, in the neighborhood of h = 0
P^ X; ( 0 )) > PD Oh; (8 1 ?
1
F
^i
For large X,
we must show that for X sufficiently large
2	 -Zr2
- 
^3	 Yo
' e - ^' / 2	 r dr e
^'
27	 67r	 IO Or
16	 1616	 r cos a
+	 e	 da > 0
77	 Y" 	 97r
1 6 	 16	 16
The integral. from 9?r to LO-7r  w, r. t,a is always positive.
16	 16
Hence:
.1
2
	
27r
^2, 2
	
- z r 	 6
4,(A) > 7r e 	 r dr e
o	 Y7,'
^. 6
fc
. 6 ar	
IN
16 da e hr cos a
- 
47r
l6
4)r all X ? 0 .
Sinc e
27r 2 ar
y16 dae?.r cosa> 7 earcb 6 16
16
is
for all Xr ? 0
and
6	 4rr
16 da e^ cos a . 27r ehr cos 16
4 ?r	
l 6
16
for all Xr } 0
it is sufficient to show that
	
.	 CO- ^ r2	hr cos ^^ 	 A.r cos 447r2 
^4 >	 e- A- 	 r dr e	 e	 ^' 6 - 2 e'
^3 .6 Y-
is greater than zero for X sufficiently large,
111-17
^2	 2 47rcos 16
- 2 • x +h cos 47r	 27' e	 2	 x - erf h cos4? 	> 016( ) ]
which implies
2 cos2 
1.6
cos 	 e	 2 .— x -- erf (^. cos tar•16)	 \	 6
Since:
where
.. ? t2
^	
a
erfc (a)	 e	 dt
Ya
it is sufficient to show
A2 cost 27r
x6
((
	 (	
2	
2AUL) >	 e`3 \16 
	 x +^. (cos ^^ 4
-27Te	 •16
^2 cos 2 47r16
I -erf	 cos ^^	
.
2 1 +^ c 4n	  
	
6	 os 6	 2^ e	 x -erf A	 xscos	 >
or equivalently that
^2 cos 2 16
-^	 cos 
27r
	
w e
	
2	 I - erf A cos 2^r16/
	 16)
r2 -i ar
r dr -e
Yo"o
.. ,^ +a
	
ar	 a 2 / 2	 ..4	 e	 x erf (a) ,
Using the inequality
3 2
.. x 22 
e	 - 3 < erf x< e	 for all x> Q27r	 ^	 x	 7r
(Reference 3.5) to make the substitutions
1 A2 	  27rcos ^. 6
	
erf (h cos 262 < e	 2. .,.....
	
cos.A
	 16^2^
and
-..L
 
 
A2
 Cos 2 i6
42Te 'F
erf A cos 16 >
	 7r4^r - 	 3 47rAcos 16
	 ;L3 cos 16
AW can then be shown greater than zero for A sufficiently large if we can
show
A COS2 27r
6
cos ^6 e	
2
- Z A2 Cos 2 161e-
2 Tr Acos 16
A2 cos2 16
	 - ' 42 cos t 47
16
-2 cos 16)  	 I- e 	 ^-n2^	 Acos ^.s- A3 Cos ^	 1-42—i
16
which implies
2	 2 2n	 2	 2 4v
cos 2?r eA cos 6> 2 cos 47r eA cos 16 + 2	 l16)
	
16	 7r 3	 2 47r
A cos 16
But the last inequality holds whenever
	
A2
 cost 27	 A2 cost 46
cos h e	 1 >2 (cos 6 e	 +1 and A> l,
which holds whenever
	
2 r h2 cost 16	 A2 Cos2 ^6Cos 16 e	 > 4 e	 and A> 1
Since this last inequality is valid for all
.fin 4 -- .fin cos ^2	 16) _ 24>	
cv 2 2 ^	 2 4 ^ -- -- ^. o > 1
76"s 16
we can conclude
PD ;(e))
 
<-PD (X;(0 for all X > Xo
QED
1
Probabilities of error vs. signal-to-noise ratio are presented in
Figure 3. 5 for.
 (0) and (B '. The results show, for example, that
PEA 10; (8)	 10 -
2
PE \X = 20; (0) ,.. 10M4
P	 X M 20; (B')	 10-14
indicatizzg that (B') at X = 10 is as good as (8 y at A = 20.
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Y =X +^ (4.1)
y-,
IV. GENERAL 'THEORY
Let us begin by again giving a precise statement of the signal design
problem, stated in the way that we will henceforth consider it.
Let Y be a D--dimensional vector random variable (real valued) of
the form:
where Z is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and whose covariance
matrix is the D --by --D identity matrix, where S. is one of M equally likely
signal vect.-)rs, each S. being a known unit vector in ED (D -dimensional
Euclidean Space) with D:5 M, and where A > 0 is the signal to -noise ratio.
.Af'pr. observing Y w*
 a are asked to optimally determine (optimum in the sense
of maximizing the probability of detection) which S has been transmitted.
For a fixed signal set is 
J., j = 1 0 . 6 .0 , m j it is well known that the probability
of detection, is maximized by the matched filter, which forms
Ei
 = (Y'. Si), i = 1, . . . , M
and decides S. was transmitted if
3
E. = max E..1i
The corresponding pro" ability of detection is
llli
P. (X; {S .} --	 Zr P 	 E . = max E. Y =ASS M. + Z)
	
4(4.2)1	 I
The optimal signal design problem is to find that set of vectors.{S^}
which makes this probability a maximum for various M and D, and to de -
termine the optimal signal set' s dependence or independence of signal -to -
noise ratio.
In this chapter we shall discuss some of the significant properties
of the class of admissible signal sets (admissible in the sense that they
IV - 1
satisfy all of the designated restrictions), and find certain subclasses of
signal sets which contain the optimal sets. This will give certain charac -
teristics which the optimal sets must possess and simultaneously reduce
the size of the class which contains the optimal sets. Then in later chap-
ters we will shover that certain signal sets are optimum under different
dimensionality restrictions, and indicate precisely jr, what sense they are
optimum.
It will be convenient to denote the set of signal vector inner products,
i^ by the symmetric M -by--M matrix
X..
iJ
(4.3)
^i
LEMMA. 4. i a is non-negative definite.
Proof
Define	 S = (S i , S 2 , . . . , SM), a row of column vectors
which is -D -by -M.
Then a = S * S and is M-by-M.
For any column vector a
.a^a a = a 	
au 
S a = (S a) (S a) ? 0
since the last quantity is a sum of squares. Hence a, is non-negative definite.
QED
Note that the rank of the matrix a is equal to the allowed degrees of
freedom of the signal set. Thus a is M-by-M and has rank D.
Also, PD (X; {S .}' is a non --decreasing function in X with
IV-2 .
i^
for any set of {S .} and
lim	 PD (X,- IS .} - = I if the S . are axe. different.
^^	 3
X -^ CO
From (4. 2), we can write
Pr ( E. = max E i /Y = hS, + Z
i
2 e p - (Y- XS.) • (Y XS,) d JYJ .
(4.4)
where
A  is the -region where (Y • S j) ;E: (Y • S i) for i 0 j.
The integrand in (4.4) is
e '^ z (Y-XS.) • (Y-^,5.) M	 -	 2	 - (Y• 'Yl -^- X (Y• S.)	 (4.5)
Substituting these into (4. 2), we obtain . 
* YpDS
	
e  N •	
D 2 Z	
e	 d JYJ4i 	
(27r)	 j=1 YA.
- z ? 2	 1	 - a (Y •Y) + X tn:ax (Y• S )
e	
D/2	
...	 e	 ^	 ^ d lYl	 (4. 6(27r)ED
where ED is the entire D -dimensional space.. This can be expressed as
2-
-	
- 
z	 E e	 4.7X max (Y► S'	 .)D	 °{S . }	 e) ^M	 J	 )
where Y.is now a D variate Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix
equal, to the D-by--D identity matrix. When interpreted in this way, Y is
independent of S.
3
 . We shall adopt the notation
G(Y; M; G)	 (4. S)
i	for a Gaussian variate, Y,
	 with mean m., and covariance matrix C.	
9
Now let
	
e  _ (Y• S.j ).,	 J = 1, . . 0 .1 M
	
(4.9)
and
	
9=	 (4.10)
9M
'then
and
Substituting:
g =S *Y$
EM = E(S*Y) = S E(Y) = (0)3
cov Q} = E Q e *) = E(S*Y Y rS) = S * S = a
2
J
 S.	 1 e r a	 Xmax (Y• SD (X;  i 	 1rJI	 j
^zh
	_ e 
2	 E e^' nlax. ^ =Pb Ma)
	
(4. }J
where	 has p.	 d. f. which is GQ; 0; a).
Hence, PD is a function only of hand the matrix of signal vector inner
products, a, and is therefore invariant to any orthogonal transformation on
the signal, vectors. Thus it is sufficient to . specify a signal set by its set of
inner products.
Also, if we define
r	 `
and the optimization problem.has been reduced to finding that a matrix
which maximizes 0(?L; a) in (4. 12) for various X.
We now define the class of admissible a, r, as those M -by-M .
symmetric non-negative definite matricies with one' s along the main diag-
onal and all off diagonal elements e I in magnitude,
The remainder of this chapter is spent in finding certain subclasses
of r which contain the optimum a.
4. 1 	 Convex Body Considerations; Small Signal.: to Noise Ratio
The maximization of PD(X;a) in the neighborhood of X = 0 can be put
in the context of Convex Body Theory. (For the necessary theory of convex
bodies ., see References 4.4 and 4. 5.) To do this, let
HS(Y) = max (Y • Si}
i
(4.14)
BS(Y) is the support function of the polytope formed by the set of vectors
{Si}. The polyf ope in this case is the set
M M
Y Y -^	 ^y S	 'Y. - 1; y. ^ 0, i
i=1 z
which is the convex hull generated by the {Si}.
Substituting into (4. 6)
..? 2
P (X; a)	 e ^"	 exp A R (Y) .. Y .Y) d 1Y1S	 2
(4.15)
By noting that for any function A )
S...s AY) d I Y Y
o
'*D-1 d^,
	 f(Y) dSE
D
D
where r 	^ y^, SAD is the surface of the D--dimensional unit sphere, andV
dE2 is-the surface element on 0 we can write O(h; a) as
ITT = 5
I- z r2	 ) r HS {Y}
	
CO	
z
M ce) _	 f2	
D - 1
 dr * e	 a	 dS
{ 2,r	 so
(4.16)
where Y is now of unit magnitude.
Since 0{0; a} = 1 for every c,, ifthere is. a choice of 'rx .which maxi -
mizes 0 (X; a) for small h for if there is a choice of a which maximize s
00.; 0 independent of X) it necessarily must maximize the derivative of
O(X; a) -with respect to X at the origin. 'thus from (4.16)
	
-ir2	 r, D+'ID	 2	 _	 2	 ^.
a^	
-	 D^2 	 r dr e	 - ^
	 D T3	 (4.17)
.
	
IX=o $ 2 ^j.	 Yo	 r (2
where
B=
	
	 HS {y) M,	 (4.18)
SAD
B is'the mean width of the convex body, which,is equal to
B =
	
	
(4.19)
D
and where w  is the surface area of the D. -dimensional unit sphere.
i. e., wD =	 d Q
0 D,
or
2
(T?_r)D
wD D
^2)
in (4.17) and (4.19) is the gamma function.
Thus for a given D and M, a necessary condition for the optimum ax
is that it maximize the mean width. This formulation is independent of co-
ordinate rotations. As defined here, the mean. width is an average radial
distance, averaged uniformly over the D-dimensional unit sphere. It is not
an average diameter, as the name might imply.
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Using the theory of convex bodies, it can be proven that whenf
D=M -1, the pol:ytope which maximizes the mean width is the regular six,--
plex, which consists of M vectors having an inner product structure given by
♦ 	 M-1
^R ^
	 'l	 ^ ♦
	 (4.2(3)
M-1.	 ♦ ^
j =M- for all i j. From further geometrical considerations it
can be shown that a  is the only polytope which maximizes the mean width.
Therefore for small X (small in the sense that a first order approximation is
sufficient), and D=M-1, the regular simplex is the optimum signal. set. 	 The
maximum mean width for M points and DCM- l will be less than that of the
regular . simplex, In the next section, we 'show that the mean width is not in-
creased by allowing D to equal. M. Thus, if D is Left unspecified, the di-
mensionality in which the largest mean width is attained is D=M-1, and the
corresponding signal set is the regular simplex.
EXAMPLE
To agree with the two dimensional results of the previous chapter,
we must be able to show the following:
THEO-REM 4.1. The mean width for D=2 and M = any integer is maximized
by equally spacing the M points on the unit.. circle.
Proof: First we show that in two dimensions the
Mean Width = B = l2  	 (Perimeter). (4.21)
Given any M points on the unit circle with corresponding angles {0.} as indi-
cated in Figure 4. 1, -then the
M	 8
Perimeter = P = pi where pi = 2. sin 2
TV^7
R	 I
1	 -
P2	 I
FIGURE 4. 1
Hence
	
M	 B.
P = 2
	 sin 2
	
(4.22)
i=1
B 2
 can be written
	
27r
B2 
= 7r	 L Q) d	 (4.23)0
where, f :)r any angle ^, L (^) is the radial distance at that angle, from the
origin to the point where lines drawn perpendicular to the radial line first
intersect the perimeter of the polygon. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 2.
Now, from Figures 4. 1 and 4. 2
	
2 M	 ei/2	 1 M	 B	 P
B2 - 2
	
( cos ^) d - 2 Z	 sin 2 =
	
i=1	 o	 i=1 rr
Thus
B2 = 27r (Perimeter)
for any arbitrary spacing of M points.
(4.24)
IV-8
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Now we maximize the pe rimeter. The function
sin	 0 5 27r
is convex downward. Because of its convexity, we can write
M	 M
sin	 a. xi ? .^ ( sin xi) ai
where
M
and
X. 1E [ O, n ]
Let
8.i
X. -
therefore
x3 EE O., ] for all i.
IV-9
Let
-LM . Thus a. > Q
and
M
K 4
Substituting:
B.
sin M I ^ -- sin '^ ?
	 ^' sin'M 2M .^ M
	 2J=1
since	 8
Z	
i	 ^.
i =1 M 2	 1V1
Thus
M	 8.
2M sin ^M ?	 2 sin 2' = P
This proves that the perimeter is reduced if the B' s are chosen
different from 8i = 27r  , i= 1, ... , M.
QED
a =
In this section we have shown that finding optima, a for small X
is equivalent to maximizing the mean width. It is worth noting that the
optimization' can be phrased in the reverse order, namely, for a given M
and D maximizing the mean width is equivalent to maximizing PD M a) for
small X. This is particularly -significant because the geometric problem of
maximizing the mean width for arbitrary M and D is ingeneral still open.
It should be emphasized that if it were known that the optimum a
were independent of signal to noise ratio for 91 M and D, then the problem
would be reduced to maximizing the mean width for various ].III and Ds and
the optimal signal design problem would be strictly a geometric one. How-
ever, to date, the optimum a has been shown to be independent of X only for
the case when D=2 e Also, the counter example in the previous chapter,
IV--1Q
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indicating that the preference of suboptimal signal sets can indeed depend
on A, puts all the more emphasis on being able to demonstrate the optimal
sets' dependence or lack of dependence on X. However, all of the local
optimal results that exist at present are independent of A. The later chap-
ters will discuss these results in detail.
We now find other characteristics which the optimal a must possess,
thereby further reducing the size of the class containing the optimal sets.
4.2
	 Linearly Dependent vs. Linearly Independent Signal Sets
THEOREM 4.2. For each set of linearly independent vectors {Si, i=1, ... , MIJ
there exists a set of linearly dependent vectors 184i, i = 1, ... , M} .with a
greater probability of detection at all signal-to-noise ratio.
Remark: This is not to say that all dependent sets are preferred over all
independent sets. This theorem does say, however, that all optimal sig-
nal sets lie in the class of linearly dependent vectors. Or, it is sufficient. to
prove that PD for the optimum a, namely PD (X; 2^) is greater-than PD (X;ar} for
a corresponding to linearly dependent vectors.
Proof:
Since the dimensionality of the linearly independent signal set is M,
there exists an M -1 flat through the tips of the {Si}, defined by the M equa --
Lions (see Figure 4. 3);
FIGURE 4. 3
IV - 11
I
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.1
(S i - peN ) • eN -0y	 i-1,...JM
where e N. is the unit normal to the M-1 fiat and p is the projected distance
from O to the fiat, which is the distance 00 1 in Figure 4.. 3. 'These defining
equations can be rewritten
(Si • e N) = p,	 i-1,...,M.
where p 0 0. (If p = 0, this implies (Si • e N.) 0, which implies each Si is
orthogonal to a N., implying that the {S i} occupy only M -I dimensions and
are therefore linearly dependent.)
Let R. be such that
I
Si WRi +peN,
then
11si  I I - (Si -S i  - 1 -	 (Ri • Ri} + P2
and
I R i I I = 1 - p2 < 1
Now let
'R.
S! -2, 	 i - 1, ...,M.
The S ri are M unit vectors in the M -1 flat, hence they are linearly dependent.
As in (4. 9).- let	 =
t - ( Y • S'	
2i 1 - p
then
1 -P
IV-12
and
 .i
(Y. S) - 1-,2
	
---- + p (Y • eN)
I'P
= V^ p^ fit, + p(,y- e )x	 N
Therefore
OM a) = E e^` max ^i = E exp X max ^ ^ p g'.+ p (Y. e )
i	 1	 N
= 
E e 
.p Y TeN) a ^. -^ p^ max C
L	 i
Let
U = (Y. eN.)
The vector Y is a Gaussian variate, kience u is a Gaussian random variable
with
E(u) = 0
A.
E(u2) = E(eN YY" r e N) = e  e  = 1
and
T	
Y R,	 e R
E(u 'i) = E e Y	 = N 2 
i
=== =O 
 i = 1, , .. , M.
N	 12
-p	 -p
Thus u is independent of the
Since
EfeXpGtl
f
 _ eX2PZ/2
-then
a,) _ -e p	 E e A i M P2 max ii
and
1^ ^(^'^p) E e A.1T p maxPD Ma) 1Vl e	 i
IV -13
'	 fis the inner product matrix of the dependent vectors.
Therefore,
P (X. 1-p;at =P Ma)	 (4.25)D	 D
SinceL - .p2
 < 1 and PD
 is a monotonically increasing function in X, we have
1 DbMa') > PD (A.;a) for all X.	 (4.26).
QED
Stated another way, (4. 24) indicates that the SN'R required to attain a
given error rate. by the linearly dependent signal set is not as grew as that
required i'or . the linearly independent signal set. We now use this result to
get a precise comparison between certain signal sets as demonstrated in the
following two important examples.
Example 1. Orthogonal Signal Set vs. the Regular Simplex.
The orthogonal signal set is characterized by an inner productr
matrix equal to the . M -by -M identity matrix, which-we shall denote by ao,
and that for the regular simplex, aR, is given 'by (4.20) The orthogonal
signal set is a Linearly independent signal set. We assume the-vectors of
IV-14
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this set align themselves with the coordinate axes in E e If they do not,
we can use an orthogonal transformation to align them.. This .does not
1
alter :PD, since P is invariant to orthogonal transformations on -the sig-
nal set.
To find p for moo, we follow the same procedure as in the previous
proof, i.e.,
(Si • eN) - p, i - I'l • • . , M.
Define
P
P-
	 .
P
Then
S e  - p
where as before S = (S 1, ... , SM) .
Now
p^p = M p2 = (S*e ) (S*e.) - e * ems. - 1
and
2 1
_P M
As before
(S	 S.)	 (R• , R.) + p2.
i	 3	 13	 1	 3
Thus
	
p2	 if	 i = j
(Ri
 • R.) =	 2
	
j	
(_P
	 if	 i j
IV-15
and
if	 i
(St.-St.) 2	 if
2 -M-1
P,
which corresponds to the regular simplex signal structure ., where
M-I
R	
_I
M -1
By substitiition, we have
FD (X;ao) PD (XNI aR
or rescaling Xi. e.,-^
PM
(4.27)
D X [^M - I ao) PD (X; aR)
Note that for small M ., the improvement of a
R
 over ar. is greater0
than for large M. As M--->. c*,	 a0 and the signal sets become identic"ll.
In the orthogonal signal set, the g are all independent Gaussian
random -variables with mean zero and unit variance. Hence PDOL; a0) can
be written directly as
2
-x2 12	 -
-x,212 M	 xe.	
- 
.1 t 
iE JeX max ^,j I	 e
PD ()L;ao)	 e .
	 i	 = -f -	 — d9
M	
e	
e . 
3 — -	
i Ij=j foo
2
exp d^ 	 Q d^	 d	 S-OG(x -?L) dx O( x)M -1	 I	 IVI.
-M 
00 	 70	 j-1 j+I	
co
1 fold
(4,28)
JV-16
where
0 (x) =	 G (y) dy	 (4.29) .
and
lw x2G W 
= N1 2 V	 (4. 30)
By using (4, 27), we also have a direct way of evaluating .%M a.), namel.
00
	 M	 M-1PD ()L;aR)	 G x- X	
.. dx	 (x)	 (4.31)
Using (3.24), this can be expressed in terms of Communication Efficiency,
and 1111 as
(*	 f3 M'og2 M	 M-1PD (a; aR)	 G	 -	 M_1
	
(x)	 dx	 (4.3
_0
Plots ofPD (LDaR) vs. Xfor various M are given in Figure 5. 2 in the next chapter.
Ex	 2. As a slight generalization of the previous example, we take
	
(Si 	 S) =,y
	
for all i ;e- j
which is the equi --correlated signal set. Denote its inner product matrix by
1,
 (4.33)
l
Note that •y? 	 , becauseM- I
M M
	
J
	 Z
^(^fJQ^ •/
'
.
l `yep0^ 	 S •	 Z q—	 ^ M + J...'L( irk. — I) ,y.
J	 -
Also acharacterizes linearly independent signul sets for all -y such thatly 
_l
.>y>wl.
,w
IV-17.
FLemma 4.2: The distance p from the origin to the M-1
 flat generated by
vector tips which are linearly independent is
M M
"Y' Z Cit^^
=1 j=1
where DW is the determinant of a and C i . (a) is the cofactor of the ijth
J
element of a.
'roof:
^S a=ems S = p =(,^.,...,ij P
Since S is - an M -by -N matrix in this case with D(S) r Q, we can write
e ^ . = p^ S ^^'	 • 	 .N
from which
e	 = (S ^ 1 } p
T
`'hen
e.	 4	 y	
•^	
^tC
e	 eN	 i - Fn` S ..i S"	 ^]	 p (1J 1, . .., 1) S^ Sw	 (., . ..,+
But
Hence
2	 D(a)t	 A
	 M	 w1	 M M
QED
u	
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In our example:
L'	 M-^ 	 1 + (M- 1)y 	(4.35)y
C. , = 1 + (M -2) y I (1 -y)M -2	 (4. 38)
Ci. = (-y) (I--/) M -2i ve j	 (4..37)
from which
P2 
= , [I + (M -1),Y]
Again using the same procedure -as in the previous example
S'z • SO _	 ^	 ^ =	 l .	
= M -1	 for all i ^ j ,	 (4. 38)
which again agrees with the regular simplex. Substituting and using
(i -p2 	 ( 1 -y), yields
P (A.; a 3 = '	 ^. ^ . il -1-y)'CI(4.3J}D 	 ^	 Ji	 R
or equivalently, using Example 1
PD(X;a
y
) = PD (X ^; ao)
	
(4.40)
4.3 ' Gradient of the Probability of Detection
We now determine the gradient of PD(2.;a), which is a fundamental
quantity in the analysis. The gradient will be used to determine necessary
conditions which signal sets must satisfy to be a local optimum. A general
result obtained in this section will further reduce the size of the class of
signal sets which contain the optimal sets.
I
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From (4, l.3)
142
max
PD (X;a)	 e	 E e
Let
X max
and
PM (x;cv) be the probability density function of x.
Then
1 2
1	
00P	
Xx
	
= ,W e	 e	 (x;a) dx	 (4.41)D (N; a)	 PM
Define
X
x
(x;	 (y;a) dy	
I
Pr max g.=Y<X]
. 
a	
loo p M 	
G (9;o;a) d 1^1
M -fold
(4,42)
Substituting
2
X /2.
CO 
e 
Xx d
	
OM a) M 
PD (X; a) e	 dx 01^	 I
X; a) dx
Y-
CO
Xx d	 M	
c* Xx(X)	 dx+My e . [^ ( 'X) ]M -' .C,(x) dx
a —x 
(x;a)
O	 10
(4.43)
The second integral is not a function of a.- Integrating the first integral by
parts gives
00
M	 M
a)e'	 (x ;a)	 x)	 fe Xx (X; a)
-00 -X 
w	 d x'
M-i
+ M G(x) OW	 d x	 (4.44).0
. 
0
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As	 (D Wa)	 (X)	 -moo as a	 Thus the first term in (4. 44)
vanishes.
Now take the derivative of 0 (A;a) with respect to X12.
Thus
8	 M --AeXx a(D(x;`a) dx
	
8Al2	
-C*	 aAl2
A	 eXc a ...	 03 (g; o;a ) d 19 1 dx
-^ axi2 -0
00 Ax
= - A	 e	 '.	
f
G (9; o;	 dEE	 dx
 f
	
- 00	 - 00	 1 2 (4.45)
Denote the Characteristic Function of G (e; o;a) by C (t;a), where t is
a M-by- Y column vector. Then
-1 tea at
	
C(t;a) = e	 (4.46)
and
C ( e
.; 
o; a) _ 
-1
[ C(t; a,)]
where ; -	 indicates the M-dimensional, inverse Fourier Transform.
Thus
00
Y t at
G ( 93o; a) -	 ...	 ei t	 e	 ^ d Itl	 (4.47)
- oo	 (^^r)
Usingthis
00
2
 
tt
	
tl t2 it
	 e	 d
	
aAl2	 -cc
-- z2	 It	
t at
	
^	
^
e	 e 
	 dlt^2 Y- 	 (	 ^
or, using slightly different notation
(5 GM;o;'a)	 1	 M
WAl2	 841 a92
(4.48)
Substituting:
a h a
	
CO ^	 x	 a 2 G(^ 1, ... , ^^; o;a)
....-} a	 dx	 ..,	
a^ a^	
d	 ^	
-1 2 	 CO	 ^	 1	 2
M-fold
- X	 a	 d	 ...	 G f x•"
 x, 3' •' • _ , M' o; a) d 3 ... d9 M
M- 2 fold	 (4.49)
The integral is ? 0 for all X Therefore
a ^^'; rx)	 0 for all A > o.	 (4.50)
a^1z
Similarly
act ^^^^^ :5 0 for all X> o, and all i	 j.	 {'
	
Hence, decreasing X.. increases	 and we have proven the following.
Theorem. 4. 3:
Yf A.	 X.. for all i^,^	 (4. 52)
J	 Ij
then..
PD ^ ; ax) . PD ()L;a) for all X>0.	 (4. 53)
This proves that when determining the optimum a, we should male
the {A,} as small as possible, whic h corresponds to placing the set of sig-
nal, vectors as far apart from one another as possible within the restric-
tions imposed by the covariance matrix. This is what one intuitively would
expect. This gives a partial ordering of the class of admissible signal
sets, which clearly is not a complete ordering. Hence, this result re-
duces the class of sets which contain the optimal sets, but does not tell
precisely which sets are optimum. There is also no dimensionality re-
striction in this result.
In particular, if
a
P
 = max i.^
PO	 iii	 ^
then, denoting the corresponding inner product matrix by aP o, i ^ e. ,
a	 ^^ Po
Po =	 ^`
Po
we have
P. (X; a) > P (X; ap ) for all h, and hence, minimizing pQ,
which corresponds to maximizing the minimum distance within the
admissible class,. provides a lo-wer bound in this class and is independent
of A.
4. 4 - , Signal Sete "hose Convex Bull Does Not Include the Origin
Definition: The Convex Hull of a set of M vectors IS iI i^ the set
M	 M
_ Y Y =	 ^y. S.; y. ? 0;
	
l	 (4.54)
We must first prove the fol lowing theorem, which will be needed in what follows,
Theorem 4. 4.
Let x = max ^ i , where ^i = (Y • Sif , i=1, ... , M, and
^1.
i
(V M
is a Gaussian variate with zero mean and covariance matrix equal,
to c^• .Let pm(xia) be the probability density function of x.
0
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Then
PM (x; a) = 0 for x <0	 (4.55)
if and only if 7r contains the origin.
Proof:
OE7r- implies there exists a set of {ail such that
M	 M
a.S.	 0, a. ? 0,	 a. - 1.
i=1	 i-1
First suppose p  (x;a) = 0 for all x < 0.
Consider. the
	
M	 M
minimum	 a .	 a. = X., a. ? 0
	
.^.-1	 X01
over all possible sets of fa il,. That is, consider the point closest to the
origin of the closed convex hull generated by the {Si}. Let
M
S = min	 aiSi
.	 i=1
Suppose 6 > 0. We have then satisfied all the hypotheses of the following
Lemma from Convex Body 'Theory (illustrated in Figure 4. 4).
Lemma 4. 3 ;. Let 'S equal a closed convex set in E ms , with 0 S.. 'When
there exists a vector PEES such that
(P -x) > 0 for all xES.
Applying this, call the vector which satisfies the Lemma Vo and
adjust its magnitude so that
IV o V  . 11V 0 1 1 - s
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Example of a Signal. Structure Whose Convex Hull
Does Not Include the Origin
VIG UR,E 4. 4
Then by the Lemma
(V o • S.^ . ^ > 0, i	 M.
Now take
A= Y Y EEC; x = max (Y .
 B. .) < 0
￿
A is not empty because -V e&. Because of the , strict inequality in the
above Lemma, (-Vo) is in the interior of A and it thus has non-zero prob-
ability, which is a contradiction. Therefore,
	
must be zero.
Conversely, assume S = 0, which implies that there exists a. 2: 0
A&
with r	 a, = 1, such that
M
a S = 0
This implies that for every Y E EE not all of the (Y• S.) can have the same
sign, because
M	 M
a. (Y . S.^ Y	 ^` a.S.	 0.
IV-25
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Hence at least one of the (Y •
 Si) must be positive, that is
i
X = max (Y• Si) ? 0 for all Y.i
Therefore
PM (x;a) = 0 for all k .< 0. QED
Note that this proof is true for any M and any D. We ni;,
 prove
the main theorem of this section.
Theorem, 4. 5.
If the convex hull generated by a set of {Si, i= 1 3 ... , M} does not
include .the origin, there exists a signal set whose convex hull, does include
the origin with a higher probability of detection for all signal-to-noise
ratios.
Proof
Let a correspond to a set of M linearly dependent vectors {S.}.
From Theorem 4. 2, we know that all optimal signal sets are contained in
the class which are linearly dependent, and we can thus restrict our atten-
-tion to this class.. Assume the convex hull generated by the JS.} does not
z
contain the origin.
Assume the M1 vectors span E M-l . Then, since the convex hull
generated by the {Sij does not contain the origin, from the Lemma there
exists an M-2 flat through the tips of 1^^- 1 of the {Si}, say S i , ... 3 S M_  V
which separates the origin from the remaining vector SUP as illustrated
for 3 signals in 2-space in Figure 4. 5. Let -the flat have equation
(Y • e 	 - p
where p } 0 is the distance from the origin to the flat, and e  is the unit
normal to the flat. Then
IV-2S
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FIGURE 4. 5 FIGURE 4. 6
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and
(SI - ems) > P.
Now define a new set of fectors 1ST} such that
SM - SM 2e (eN SM^
and
	
S! = S.,	 i - i, ... , M-1.	 (4.56).
3	 Z
The St are  generated by choosing the S 
a the same as the S. fo r those Si
whose tips generate the 42 flat, and forming S' from. SM by choosing the
component of SM perpendicular to the fiat, and taking its negative, and
leaving the components of S  in the flat unchanged, as illustrated in
Figure 4. 6.
We have
(Si-S9 
= 1, i = L .. .,
^
Also
W_S, = Si ' [SM -21
 e. (ems S )
_ {Si.'.S ) - 2(S,- eN) (eN - SM)
Since
(s. , eN) = p > 0
and
(e_W• SM) > p > 0
then
im	 I ' SM C	 2 P2 < 3. 	 - i, ... 4M-I.
Since
X = X. for alb. i ^ j; #, j < M,j	 zj
we can conclude, `using Theorem 4. 3, that
PD ().;
 
a) ?  PD NO for all X > 0.
If the dimensionality of the IS.} is D < M-- I, and the convex hull gen-
era-Led by the {SJ does not include the origin, there exists a D- i flat through
the tips of D of theS}, say (3, ... , SD) such that
and
(ems S^) > p	 i - D+1._* ... ,	 -
where again p is the distance from -the origin to the flat and e N is the unit
normal to
 the flat.
Define IS 
.1 such. that
1
H
li
i = I,...,D
and
S i = Si - 2eN(e • Sid -i = D+1.1.  , . , M.
Again we can conclude
P (X;a l) ? PD (X;a) for all X > 4.
If the convex hull generated by the {S ^} does not contain the origin, repeat.
the procedure. Successive repetitions of the procedure will result in a
signal set whose convex hull contains the origin. A maximum of D- I itera-
tions will ^be needed for the hull of the resultant signal set to contain the
origin. Since the above inequality is true for each iteration, the proof is
complete.
QED
We insert at this point the following Lemma concerning the be-
havior of the components of the gradient vector, which will be used ex-
tensively in later chapters. It contains an important property which the
gradient of the optimal. set must possess. .
Refine
chi. NO = - l
	 aA^
;a) 	 (4. 57Y
Lemma 4.4: For those a whose corresponding convex hull contains the
r	 origin
OiJ 
N 0 = D	 (4.58)
if and only if
Ali	 -1
	
(4.59)
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1
I^
I
Remark: With the fact that 8 ^' 	 ^ 0 for any A.. and this Lemma, we
can concl =
 Ae that as a function of X.., the behavior of R (X,@ a) is as shown
in Figure 4. 7, where the derivative with respect to X. is zero only at
X. .--,
Q, (X 'to a)
- 1	 +1 XI)
PD (X;a) vs. X.
FIGURE 4.7
Proof: It-is sufficient to show
0 12 QL;a) = 0 if and only if x'12 = -1. From . (4. 57) and (4.49)
012 (;.;a)	 ]fix	 x
-	 e	 dx	 G (x^ x.^ 3 , ... ,	 ; O;a) de 3 ... deM
	(4-60)
CO	 -00
M--2 fold
From Theorem 4. 2, we know that the Gaussian density function in (4. 60) is
concentrated in an r-flat where r 5 M-1. Also from Theorem. 4. 4,
pM (x;a) = 0 for x < 0, from which we can conclude that the r--flat cannot be
located in the . negative orthant, where the
	
are all less than zero. From
which. it is immediate that the r -flat also cannot -be in the positive orthant
where the	 are all greater than zero. Thus, the r-flat must be located
as in Figure 4. 8, *here it necessarily intersects the origin since the
means of all the
	 are zero.
IV-30
Zlee NEGATIVEQRTNANT r — FLAT' WHCREG(6 1 0 9a) Is
CONCENTRATED
1
C
oe
POSITIVE
ORTliANT
Position of r-Flat Containing 0(9; 0;a)
FIGURE 4. 8
From Theorems 4. 4 and 4. 5, for optimal sets the integral over
negative x in (4. 60) vanishes,. and can be written
12 (X; ^,^	 co xx	 x
e	 dx ...
	 G(x, x, 3 ,..,,	 ^ 0;a,) d 3 ..,d9	 (4.61)
M Y0
M-2 fold
Assume first that In 12 = -1. This implies that ^ 1 = - 9 2 with prob-
ability 1. But in the integration over x in (4.61) we are integrating only
over points where 9 2 = 1 = x. Hence (see Figure 4. 8), _ at every x > 0 the
Gaussian density is identically zero, and we can conclude
0 12 NOa) = 0.
Conversely, assume^ 12 (X;a) = 0.
Further assume X12 > -1, from which we want to arrive at a con-
tradiction.
	 To do this, write the Gaussian density in (4. 61) as" a conditional
density in the following way
G(9 1 x, S2 ' x, e3 ...., g M; 0; 0 -
G(6 3 , , .. , ^ M f l M x, ^ 2 = x) G(9 1 - x, 92 - x)
	
(4.82)
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iwhere we call 2x
1+ X12
G (41'. x 9 2 ^ x .. G 12 (x) W e-	 (4.63)
2n1  - X
and the conditional Gaussian density has mean
E(93, ... ,
	
	
w x
	 = x =	
x'13 + X23 x ...
	
1M '2M
9 M 1 	2	 -s-	 >
x'12	 ^' ^ ^"1 2
(4.64)
and covariance matrix equal to
v
.	 ]
3
IM
3 4	 3M
X34
♦ \ ^M-1, M
V3M. X M-1, 1VL 1
x'23
	
1	
x'12'13 ... 'IM
12 1	 x'23 . , . 2M
>12 ].11i
(For reference, a summary of conditional Gaussian densities is given in
Appendix A).
Substituting:
12^,a)	 Yco'e)uc G 12 (x) ' 12 (x) dx	 (4.66)
c
where
	
F 12 (x) _ . , .	 G t 3 , ... , M	 1 = x. 2 = x) d^ 3... d^ M Y
-00
(4.67)
When 
x'12 > -1, G 12 (x) has positive measure for all x. Also 14` 12 (x)?: Q for
all x. Therefore, if we can show . that there exists . some x for which. F 12
has positive measure, then we could conclude that
2(h;a) > 0
IV-32 ,
I.
P
contradicting the original assumption.
To do this, let
. - . 
E- X.,	 x _ 9	 —	 X, = a, . .. , M.
J	 J	 i	 Y +Xi2 )
(4.68)
Then
a3  aMx
Fl2(x) _	 G	 3, ... , EM d93 ... d^M	 (4.691
A
where the ^'a have zero mean and covariance matrix given by (4.65), and
12
A A
	
h
If the p. d. f. G(9 3 .9 ... , eM) is nonsingular, then F 12 (x) has positive
measure for all x, and the proof is complete. We know that this is not true,
however, because F l2 (x) would then have positive measure for negative x,
hence implying pMWa) > 0 for x < 0, which is a contradiction. `Wherefore,
the density is singular, and, as before, it is concentrated in an r-flat through
the origin, where r < M-2. Similarly the r-flat cannot be in the negative or
positive orthant. Thus it is again in a position as indicated in Figure 4.8 for
the {.
In this case, to show that F i2 (x) has positive . measure for same x,
we must show that the direction taken by the line segment ( a 3x, ... , aMX),
as x varies over (0, co) is such that the negative orthant consisting of -M
A
i C ai x, i=3, ... , M, intersects the rw-flat for some x. We claim that this
is' always the case, based on the following reasoning:
Suppose there is no x, as x varies ovbr (0, oo), such that the nega-
tive orthant below (a 3 x, : , , ,a Mx) intersects the "r--flat containing the
singular Gaussian distribution. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4..9.
.	 .,
I(
r- FLAT WHERE C t^^,,,.,^^?
IS COMENTIATED
LINE SEGMENT GENERATED BY
--- (a3 X I ... I aM X) AS x VARIES OVER
O * --00)
A
LINE SEGMENT GENERATED BY
	
ei
(a'3 X, ...,aM x) AS 3t VARIES COVER
. •1^_
. NEGATIVE ORTHANT
BELOW (a3x, ...: aM X)
FIGURE 4. 9
In this case, if we then consider the integral over negative x (the dotted
line in Figure 4. 9) it is immediate that the negative orthant below points
on this line intersects the r--flat, which implies p M(x;a) > 0 for x < 0, con-
tradicting the assumption that the convex hull of the corresponding signal
set  contains the origin.
Therefore, we can conclude that F 12 (x) necessarily has positive
measure for x> 0 and 012 	 > 0 contradicting the original assumption.
Thus 0 12 Ma) = 0 implies x'12 = -1.
QED
ITT--34
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4. 5
	 The .Admissible a-Space
It has already been shown that the admissible a-space, r, consists
of those M -by-M symmetric non-negative definite matricies with i t s along
the main diagonal and all off--diagonal elements such that ^ij^ s 1.
We now mention some of the pertinent properties of the a-space .
First note that r is bounded, for if we define the magnitude of a
matrix in the usual way, by Itr k.a a] I , where tr means 11the trace of t ', then
2	 m	 2
a I I
	 = [tr la al	 M	 (4.70)
rr
 is also convex, for if a  and a2 are in r, then
a° _ P aI + (1-P) a2	 0 :5P :S 1	 (4.. 71)
is of the form
o 
^, :	 I
Ji
and is non-negative definite, since for any M-by-I vector t
t a° t = O t a I t + ( I -9) t* a2 t ?z0	 (4.72)
Hence
a° E r.
It can similarly be shown that the class of positive definite a is
also convex. Therefore, the interior of r consists of a which are positive
definite, for which D(a) > 0 and the boundary consists of those admissible
a for which D(a) = 0. Therefore we know that all the optimal a lie on-tho
boundary of I'.
It can also be shown that r is closed. Further, its surface is
smooth since D (a) = 0 is a polynomial in the set of IX.J.
Lemma 4. 5
M	 M
0 if and only if Z x. - 0, j I, ... , III.
i-1	 i^I, aj
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M	 M M
2)	 = 0, j =1, . , . , M, if and only if Z Z X = 0.
	 (4. 74)
i=l j=l xj
Proof :
M	 M	 M
Assume
	 S - .	 en	 -	 =	 M,i	 0	 Th 	 Si ^ S	 ^... 0, ^ =1, ... ^
i=1	 i=1
	
j i=1 3-1
and hence
M M
r Z	 0.i_1j=1 1J
Conversely
M M M M M	 M
Z Ex =' Z Z S	 Sj	 Z S	 •	 ZS
(i=1
i*i=1 j = 1 i=1 j=1 x	 j=1.
M
If	 Si
 - A. where A is not the zero vector, then 'A A > 0 and
M M
ZZ X.. > 0, contradicting the original assumption.j=1	 i=1	 j
QED
Therefore the class of signals for which
M
xwl 
Si -0	 (4.75)
is identical to the class for which
M M
Z ZXi =0.j=1 i=1 j
Note also that this class is a convex set, and that a for which
M M
r Y,j=1 i=1 1^
is'a hyperplane in the M(M- 1) Euclidean space containing P.
IV-36
if	
X.. 
= 0, j=l, ... , M, then the column vector (1, ... s I) is an
eigenvector with corresponding eigenvalue equal to zero, because
1	 1
(a^	 = 0
	
(4.76)
I	 1
Since D(a,) is the product of the eigenvalues of a, we know that all
admissible signal sets for which
M M
i=1 j=1 jj
	 (4.77)
all lie on the surface of r, because they have an eigenvalue equal to zero.
Note that this hyperplane defined .by (4. 76) contains non-admissible as well
as admissible a. The regular simplex signal. structure,rxR, 'and the optimal
signal set when D=2, namely equal spacing, both lie in this hyperplane. Fig-
ure 4. 10 is an illustration of the a -space.
The following relationship will be used extensively in the next two
chapters.
Lemma 4.6:
For any symmetric matrix
aDW
= 2 C..	 (4.781j
where 
C 
is the cofactor including sign of Xij,
Proof:
Expanding D (a) in terms of the j h column: yields
a
TANGENT
	 . MM	 1
PLANE DEFINED BY
RE+GUL.
SIMPLE
D(a) = 0
(BOUNDARY OF
ADMISSIBLE a-)
Now
. 
aCkJ
	 = a	 M . kj = ckJ
ax ..
	
ah.. E ^ Cz^.	 ii	 jii	 ij '	 1=1k j	 1-#k
where C j is the cofactor ©.f the cofactor, i. e. , the determinant resulting
after the kth and 1th row and the ith and j th column have been removed
from a. Substituting
a D(a)	
..	 .kja1... = C +ij Z "k Cj	 Ji
^^.	 k =l
Using the fact that Ci = C k, which results from a being symmetric, the
	
summation becomes Cij. 	 QED
With this Lemma and noting that for the regular simplex the Cij
are independent of i and j, it can be concluded that the tangent plane to the
surface ' defined by D( a) = 0 at aR is given by
M M
z z x..=0
i=7. j=1
THE MGM-1
2 DIMENSIONAL a-SPACE
FIGURE 4. 10
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r4. 6
	
Series Expansions and Asymptotic Approximations
In this section we use Hermite polynomial expansions for the prob-
ability- of detection for large M and large h. A surnmary of these expan-
sions, known as tetra-choric series, is given in Appendix B.. For further
details on tetra-choric series, see Reference 4.7. The asymptotic ex-
pansion that is of most interest to us can be stated in the following:
Theorem 4.6: For large X and fixed M, the probability of detection can be
asymptotically approximated by
1 2 X2
1 M M e` ` 7 i
i 0 j	 y.
where
^ij - 1 + X.3.j
Proof: From (4. 41), we have
2	 co
	PB(ua) _ e - a	 e pM (x;a) dx
— o0
For pM (x;a)
 we can write
M.
pM (x;0_
	 p` i =x) p .< i for all j0i i- x
M
	
_ Z a(x) p e . < x for all j F^i	
x
. 
='x
i=1	 ^
Now
(4.79)
(4.80)
p 4 j <x for all jai	 i=x
X
.. Y PM-1
 ( , ..., ^ i-i j 9. ,..., g	 . T ^Y d9 ... d9. d^	 ... d^CO
M- I fold
(4. 82)
e"n
al
^ w	 ^
i+1	
m = E ^^i^^ i ^ ' X)
^	 ^
M.
Let
and
ym
R -. E	 = X
Then
-1 ( ^-I, ... ,i-I"i+' ... , i - x) = G ( i, mi, R..)
and
x
p(g. <x for all jai e. = x1 =	 ...	 G(^ m,; R.) dfe.i
J	
-CO
M-1 fold
(4.83)
(4.84)
Now let
Pi -	 A 1, i
X
i+1, i
Mi.
p , is the 1 t column of a with h.. 1 removed. Thus P is a (M-1) --by-1
column vector. Also define a. as a with the i:th row and ith column re-
1'
moved. ai is the unconditional covariant- matrix of Vi i .. Then from the
conditional Gaussian distribution
m = (pi) x	 (4. 85)	 4.
a
and
R. = a, . p.	 (4. $8}^- p	 y
x	 x	 x x
If we define the jkth element of R. as r.
	
then
x	
xjk
ri, --	 -	 A k,j ai, k;di.	 (4.87)
^k	
jk-	 13
Now define
A
- 9 . - m . -
 9i - p. 
X.	 (4.88)
Then
P	 , < x for all j;z! a.	 x^
^	 x
x(x
^^'1i	 x i^ i--ir i^	 x 
i-
i+i i)	 Mi^. A	 A
G (%'; O; Ri) d
^- uo	 -00	 - 00	 -66-
(4.89)
If we now substitute
A
^.	 r
^, _	 --	 s j	 i+1'...' M,	 (4.90)
in the' above expression, where P j = ^ j -X.. x then
E(77	 = '0
and
jk y Pik
E 77 ^k	 -	 ^^. 9 )
i - ii 1- Xik
IV-41
 4
(4.98)
	
1
^1
.I
a
r
Therefore
p , c x for all jai 4i = x	 i[X'i, 	
"Ii i-i-, "7i, i+1' ... ,
 'IM
(4.92)
where
	
] is an M- 1 cumulative Gaussian distribution with. zero means,
unit variances, and covariannces given by
jk FI-: ij, F'--Xi
and where '
ylj	 1 + h..	 (4.94)
x^
Substituting into (4. 81), we have
00	 M
D	 M	 i W i x	 i 1	 x, 3.	 1, i+i	 .
(4. 9.5)
Note that X appears only in G (x-X), Expanding Oi j ] in a tetra-choric .
series (summarized in Appendix B) yields
M
i 
[Xlfi 
I ' ' ' x7i, i--1' x'i, i+v ... , x7iM 	 (-Yijx)
=1
jai
0
+	 [tetra-choric series]	 (4. 9' 6) .
 4	 ,Substituting
ao	 M M
P ^^I;ca) =
	 G x °- }	 I	 (-y jx) dk - ' R(X.;a)	 (4.07)  D	 M - D ,	 .i=1 j=1
	
i
a 
	
^^i
1 2
The above integral is bounced; ?therefore R(X;a) is of the order of a m 2
for large fir.
Rewrite the first
.
 integral in (4. 97) as
00	 M
M Y G  dx E 11 0 ( y^.Ix+h}	 (4.99)
-00
	 i=1 J=1	 J
Jai
and approximate 0 (t) by
1 2
-§t
I - e
	
for large t.	 (4.100)
Substituting, for large A we then have the approximation
M	 zI'lij (x+x 2P (X;a,) ^	 G (x) dx ., M
	
I -- a	 (4.101)
	
j#i	 ^J
For barge X, we can approximate the product expansion by the first two
terms, namely
M
	 e	
iJ	 e	 J
--	 -	
-	 )
=I 
1	
y..(x+h) ^	
1 •
=1	 y..(x+h) 2rr	
4. 102
J	 ^J	 J	 iJ
j^	 ^i	 oiJ
which, when substituted into (4, 101) gives
J
P (X; a) I -,	 G(x) dx e —	 (4.103)
i;6	 YOO ia
which, for large h, can be finally approximated by
M M i- Z
	
	 2 2J
F^ (h; ) $:t; 1 -	
e	 (4. 104)
i -d j	 yiJ A
	 7r
QED
.1
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IUsing (4. 92) in the previous proof for PD(h;a), we can obtain a
recursion formula for the probability density corresponding to -the regular
simplex. In this case
X. _ -ij MH 1
from which
At-1
'k - M 2	 for all J ^k
which corresponds to the regular simplex in M-2 dimensions.
Also
M
yij M-2
(4. 105)
(4.106)
(4.107)
for the regular simplex.
Substituting
	F02x
i y1 X 3 . .
 
x7i-1 i' x"i+1 i' ... , xyMi	 ~	 pM- 1(y; a.3 d j yj,,, Y
/	 ti......._^
M-1 fold
(4.108)
Since
pMI "_;aR) - MG (x) i ^1i
x' ' ' ' x^i-1 i' x^i+1 x= ... ' XT	 .
	 (4.109)
aR
we obtain the recursion formula
x. 
M	
s
M'2
P (x;aR) = MG (x) ^.•	 p
	
M-1 (y;crR) d!,
	
(4.110)
M- 1 fold
By repeated use of this relationship, PB(1.;a can be expressed in terms of
successive integrations of G(x). This then can be used for numerical evalua-
tion of PB
 Mo aid) y
IV -44'-
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a
For any a, we now determine an upper bound on the magnitude of
a PD
 OuO..)
C
Lemma 4.7:
Define
8 Xi^
Then
2
^. e Pik 4X,aj 	 2	 e	 4
33
Proof:
R is sufficient to prove (4. 112) for X. 	From (4. 57)
X2
P 12 ( ,a) = 
M 
2 e	 012''aA
and from (4.66)
(4.111)
(4.112)
(4.113)
012 NO	 CO 1xN1	 w	 e G 12 (x) F 12 (x) dx0
where G 12 (x) is given by (4. 63) and F 12 (x) by (4. 69).
For 012 ()Ua).,
 
.het
x=u12y.
where
1 +X12
X12` 2.
(4. 11 4)
(4.1 1 5)
(4.116)
When (4, 114) becomes
R ^ )2 ^ 1-X a	 12
12
where
R 12 ^^)
	
G(y- X ul2) F12(yu12) dy0
(4.1 17)
(4.118)
.Since x' 12 { ) is a cumulative density function, it is clear that
0 :5 R 12 ().)	 ..
Therefore
1.
P N )
5__L
 e12	 M2
X2(1 +x.12)
1	 e	 4 . (4.119)
QED
As was shown in the special case when D = 2, we now prove the follow-
ing, also a special case of Shannon's coding theorems, but again by a more
direct derivation.
Theorem 4. 7:
For the orthogonal signal structure, as X- o-co and Ni-^ co so that the
Communication! Efficiency 9 =	 from (3. 24)) remains feed:log
 
M2
1 if	 logy e > 2
)L­1*00
	
.D	 o	 0 if	 1092 e C 2
M-^ c
Proof: From (4. 28)
M-1
PD p r^0} = G W	 (x±h)	 dx
1I
Now
nn-i	 r	 }
16MI
	 = exp j (M-1) .fin [Owl}l	 J
and
Yj n I O(X)] =.8n 
I 
i	 O(x))]
:U tit
Thus
-1 x2
z
^W	 g  e	 for large x.
2
. x^
W T3
Since
In (I - a)- " -a for small a,
we have
1An O (x + X)) N	 -° 
(x+ X12 77r
a (x+X) 2
	
? h2
e
for large X
Hence, for large X
F	 M-i	 W 1}	 - 1
L O (x +	 -exp	
X2
h^	 e
TP2r
log M.
Ps ex 
	 2
	
p	 e2n -Jog2M2
By noting that
log 2M = log 2 a An M
^I
>
InSk
2 ME f f- I Z	 e < 2 -A-j LT)
f	 t	 t ..IS t t: a f, zl-
C r ^,!,	 Fb, r. ea=-Fn -15-15 2fet
(R^, '*I'LZ12)
Yr
T"h en as X-1- co and M----a-co
Pil) (A;
for P such that
lim	 > 2 1 qgr e
M	 M
(^ ,& uns)
IM 112Q
Proof: Let
I x
ce	
x 
\ 
OYM
OYM 	 It \
(. M\ \1
Then from Theorem 4. 3
PD (J'; a) 2: PD (>4a 
'YM
and- from
. 14. 40)
PD . yM) = PD (X 41
or equivalently
PD (X;a) :2: P111	 M a 0)
Now let
TM
6)
(4,120)
(4.127)
IV-48
and
^2
log(4. 128)
2	 ,
Then from above
lim P N a = 1
?L --3-
 
CO
M--V. C*
if
01092 e > 2
from. which we get
lim 1'D
 (?L;a) 1	 (4.129)
Mme-
if
lim j3 ^y > 2	 (4.130)
M	 M log  e
QED
(4.125) provides an upper bound for the probability of error for
any a which can be. evaluated numerically.
Again it should be emphasized that these asymptotic results agree
with Shannon's limit theorems, but they do not provide us with optimal Sig-
nal sets.
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V. OPTIMALITY WHEN DIMENSIONALITY IS NOT
SPECIFIED; R.EGHLkR. SIMPLEX CODING
We now consider the problem of optimal signal design when there
is no restriction on the number of degrees of freedom., D. As shown in
the previous chapter, the class of a for which D (a) w 0 contains all of the
optimal a. Also, we concluded that the maximum. value D need be is M-1.
Therefore, even in this case of no bandwidth restriction, only a finite
.bandWidth is required for -the optimal signal set. This again does not
violate Shannon ts channel capacity theorem since M and T can vary there,
but are fixed and finite here.
5.1	 Necessary (First Order) Considerations for O ima.l!i Z
If we fix X, then, since PD
 (X;a) is a continuous function in a, and
since r , is olosed and bounded, it follows that the optimal a iks actually
attained at some point as in r. However, a® ray depend on X.
Since PD
 ().;a) is analytic, which results from the fact that it is ex-
pandabl.e in a tetrachoric series, it is, of course, differentiable. 'Wherefore,
the directional derivative in r space, directed away from a  towards any
other admissible a must be nonpositive. Since I' is convex the adjoining
line segment from ao to a will also be in r.
Now, for . any other admissible choice, say &', expand F (X;at)
about PD (;k;ao) in the Taylor series expansion
Nd
	
^• L, MG ^ W w ^ ^, l{ ^ ^ I.r/ 4wr
	
^ ^ s ~ ^^. •	 ^© ^ ^ irJ i..r l.wJ i 4 n w ^O
	
^.> j
	
J	 i	 i> J k>1
a P (X; v^
	
• ^`	 5. .3
3
If ao is truly the optimal choice, then the first order term in (5. I)
must be nonpositive for any a t in the neighborhood of 0.
Theorem 5. l.. For the regular simplex signal structure, &Rn the first
order variation in (5. l) is nonpositive for any admissible 0 -at ;kIl signal-
to-noise ratios.
V-1.
r^	 •
	
-4 R	.
 
	 p
i> 3
	
J (5. 2)
Proof; At aR,	 M.	 is independent of i and j and is strictly negative.
Thus it is sufficient to show
For this we have only to note that
M MS'	 ^S! = M +2^	 h' ?0
i=1	 (j=1	 i> j ij
or equivalently
> - M
i> j 	 2
However, for a 
Z Z AR =_ M
i> j ij	 2
which validates (5. 2) and proves the theorem..
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
QED
Note, however, that equality exists in (5. 2) for any a E such that
M
ZS! = Q. Also, from Lemma 4. 5 there is strict inequality in (5. 2) for all
i.=1
M
{S 1} such that Z S i # Q, and this class of sets is off the tangent plane
i=1
defined by
M M
L, Z X. = oi=l j=l j
Therefore, Theorem 5. 1 proves that a R is a local maximum in every ad-
missible direction in I' except those in the tangent plane given by (5.6). In
these directions Theorem. 5. 1 shows that 
.aR 
is a. local extremum. To
prove that a  is also a local maximum in these directions, the second order
variation in the Taylor series expansion must be examined, which we do in
Section 5. 4.
^l
Certain properties which ao must possess are now derived. Con-
sider an a t on the surface of I', but not on the tangent plane defined by
(5. 6), and consider . points on the adjoining line segment
a = (1-0) ao +0 a t , 0® 5 1.	 (5. 7)
The eigenvector corresponding to zero eigenvalue for a t is not
(1p. , 1) as it is for a0, since a t is not in the tangent plane defined by
(5. 6). This statement requires that a0 be in this tangent plane and there-
fore has eigenvector .(1, . . 4.9 1) corresponding to zero eigenvalue which we
assume for the present. Therefore, for 0 < Q < 1, a is in the interior of P,
for which D(a) > 0, and from Theorem 4. 2, a can be projected onto the
boundary of r at a point a and improve the probability of detection (as shown
in figure 5. 1). Now look at PD QL;a) as '--*a 0 . That is, we are examining
the probability of detection along a specific path in the neighborhood of ao
which is entirely on the surface of r. The characteristic that a  must pos-
sess which results from this analysis can be stated in the following.
Theorem. 5. 2: As
	 a^a0
PD MIZ E) PD Nao )
	
(5.8)
for Q sufficiently small, and any a t if
0
Pij M'ao) = k C ij for all i j	 (5.9)
where
8 PD (A; ao)
P.- (A' o) y	 ax	 (5.10)
iJ
and C is the cofactor (including sign) of 
X .. 
in ao.
Proof
For 0 < 8 .<I we have a in the interior of r. Define C., as the co-
iJ
factor of A.iJ in a. For a fixed 0, project a onto the boundary of r as in
Theorem 4. 2, which results in
V-3.
TANGENT PLA
DEFINED BY
M M
E X.. M®
' =I	 1j
r
j
2 	 a + 9 ar - p2 (1)
.-p2
	1-p2
wbere (1) is the AT-by--M matrix of all 1 I s, and from Lemma 4.2
p2 = D
	 (5.12)C
where
D = D (ce)
_ and
:M M
C ' a E Cij	 (5.13)i=1 j=1
Then ce can be expressed in terms of D and C as
C (1-8) ceo
 + 9 a'	 D(1)
a =	 C-D	 (5.14)
or
,y	 C X.. -D3	 (5.14a)
ij	 C--D
y
The directional derivative at a0 along this perscribed path is
I
a0	 -.	 ^'i, ( a0) a e0-0	 i> j	 3	 0 =0
Now
a..^
E	 n	 ^	 _ o aD
e-0(Nij 	 a	 e.=0
and ae	 ran. be determined by writing
9 =0
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
i > J
	 . 13	 0=0	 e=0
From Lemma 4. 6
BD(a) 	 a
A^ 	 2C ij 	 - 2Cij
^ 8=0	 Q,0
Also
Be	 ^' i' y >"i'^
from which
aD O
a e	 O'= 0
	 i? j	 ^j	 i.3	 3.1
Substituting (5. 16) and (5. 20) into (5. 15) we have
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
B=0 13 	 ij	 J
x;a	 -2	 (;k:..
 j
.	 j	 i> j
k > I 
(1 AkI) PkI (X' o)
	 (5.21)
C
r_ R.
	
-^ -
Uniqueness of the Regular Simplex Sa
for all SNR
	
-
5.2 Necessary Conditions
For a  to be a maximum independent of a t, (5. 21) must vanish, which
occurs only when
O
Pi Mao) = k Cif	 for all i	 (5.9)
QED
This result can be formulated in another way by use of the Lagrange
variational technique. Since we have seen that D(ceo) = 0, we form the
Lagrangian functional
L(X;a) = PD (X;a) + v D(a)	 (5.22)
where v is the Lagrangian multiplier. Differentiating with respect to 
Xi.
and equating to zero at a  yields
Pi, ()L;a
	
- k C..	 (5.9)
as the necessary property a  must possess to be a local extremum. The
regular simplex satisfies (5. 9) since the C
	 all equal for all i 54 j,
aR
as ^ lso are all the 
Pii 
WaR).
Since C
	 0 and Pij (A;aR) <0 we require k < 0 for aR to satisfy
aR
(5. 9). Note that Theorem .
 5. 2 required that we choose a' off of the tangent
plane defined by
Z Z X..= 0
Thus, this :theorem provides a property which ce o must possess, but still
does not answer the question of how PD (;k;a) behaves in the tangent plane in
the neighborhood of aR.
Cr
In this section we will show that in all of Ps a  is the only signal
structure that satisfies the above first order conditions at all signal-to--noise
V-6
r,
r
a
ratios. With this fact, then, if aR
 is not the global optimum. at all signal--
to-noise ratios, then the global optimum, whatever it may be, must neces-
sarily depend in some way on SNR. Or phrased in another way, we can say
that with this facia, then the only remaining fact necessary to conclude that
a  is the global maximum at all SNR is that the global optimum itself be in-
dependent of SNR.. To date, however, this question of the global optimum
being independent of SNR is still open.
Before stating and proving this uniqueness theorem., however, it is
necessary to first derive several properties that a  must possess.
To began, again fix X, and let ao correspond to one of the local
extrema that is independent of X (any one if .there are several). The
relationship in (5. 9) must hold for each of these, or equivalently
	
ij M o) = K C iO , i J
	 (5.23)
where
in
 (;.;a) is defined by (4. 57) and is non-negative for all i	 and
any a.
Since the directional derivative of P (X;ao) along any admissible
path directed away from a  must be nonpositive, we have
F, z (	 - X •a) 0 ()L;a ? 0	 (5.24)i> j	 13	 1j	 ij	 o
Substituting (5. 23) into (5. 24) gives
]K	 (^., .	 h0.) C 0. ? 0	 (5.25)
	a.^	 as	 a.^i> 3
Putting in particular
^. -- 0,	 i	 j	 (5.26)
.which corresponds to the line segment from ao toward the (xvthogonal sig-
na 1 set, we get
	
X. C a 75 0
	 (5.27)
V_ 47
3 . 
I
(5. 2S}
With this we have
Lemma 5. 1.	 k> 0
Proof: We know that D (ao) = 0. Hence
M	 M M
MD(a-
	 C.' +.q C o -0
	
o - i-1 11	 i^ 	 Ij	 13
a  is non-negative definite, which implies
OC.a.i > 0	 i - 1,...,M
from which we get
Z A C4 :5 0ij	 ii	 ii
Therefore, from (5. 27)
K} 0
If K = 0, however, then 0 = 0 for all i ,j, which from Lemma 4. 4 implies
X J = -1 for all i # j. This is impossible for M>2. But since the M = 2
result is already well known we consider only M>2 and conclude that X>0.
QED
With this Lemma and realizing that ^iJ ? 0 for all i ^ j we have that
C1 a 0 for all i ^ ,j.	 (5; 29)
Actually we can write
Lemma 5. 2 For any local extremum in r .
C 	 0 for all i	 (5.30)
Proof: Suppose C "2 = 0. Then from (5. 23) and Lemma 4. 4, X 2 = -1.
Hence 1 and g 2 are linearly dependent and any covariance matrix involving
' 1 anal,	 will have its corresponding determinant equal to zero. Wherefore
DCii	 0, i - 3,.,.,M.
V-$
}
Now, since o is non-negative definite, the matrix of cofactors also,	 i
is non-negative definite, which implies
o	 o	 (CO 2
	C C..	 ^0.
•ii	 jj	 13
Hence
Co.  - 0 for
	
i, j -- 3, .... , Mi.
i - 1, j -- 3, ... M
and i - 2, j = 3,...,M;
which implies
D( ,Cc +Cc A0 0
O	 Q	 Q
But since we assumed C 12 = 0, we have C 11 = 0. Similarily C 22 = 0.
Wherefore
9
CiJ = 0 for all i, j
and hence
0 0 for all i, j
which implies
0. = - i for all i, J
which is impossible (again for M> 2).
Actually, we can say more about these cofactors.
Lemma. 5. 3:
C CQ
2
R ii	 j J 	 iJ ^
Proof: Since D(ao} = 0
M q O
X. C
3^ - 
0 a, k	 i,	 . , M.
^
V -9
QED
(5.31)
_ 11 -:1-1
For j;1-k, the above is zero for any matrix. For j = k, it is zero because
o	 a
D(ao) = 0. Now, if we define C as the matrix of cofactorsC ij ,ili.en
(ao ) (C a ) = (0)
where (0) is the matrix of all zeros. Now a  can have rank as high as M-1
and for ao = ceR the rank is M-1. Thus the rank of C° is at most 1, im-
plying all 2-by-2 minors of CO
 are zero.
'Wherefore
	
C0C,°.	
3
= (C O )2
ii	
^^
f QED
Another significant property of a o can be stated in the following.
Lemma 5. 4: For ao , the flat in which the probability density is concen-'
Lrated is given by
M
TC -0i°i i
Proof: it is immediate that
M
E, C ° .	 = 0
Also
M	 2 M M
	
EC 0 	 C° C ° AQ.
7=^	
ii	 i	
- i= 1j = 1 	 3.3. i 	3
Applying Lemma 5. 3, and using the fact that D(a o^ = 0, we conclude that
the variance of
M
C°
is zero. Hence it is zero with probability one.
	
QED
We now state and prove the main result of this section.
i
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Theorem 5. 3: The regular simplex signal structure is the only signal
set which is a local extremum in the class of all admissible signal sets,
P, at all signal-to-noise ratios.
Proof: For any of the local extremum, from (5. 9) we have
0ij (h;ao) = K C1.
0
' =	 e	 Gib (x) F'i (x) dx
0
(5.32)
where Fii (x) is given by (4.67) and G ij (x) by (4. 63). Using this We obtain
that
K	 e	 COG kl(x) Fkl(x) 4 C 0 G i . (x) Fi . (x) dx = 0Y0'*
	
 
J	 J	 ^
(5.33)
From Lemma 5. 3, K> 0, hence the integral must vanish. The integral is
over (0, oo) instead of (— oo, co) as a result of Theorems 4. 4 and 4. 5. Be-
cause of the uniqueness and analytic properties of the Laplace transform,
equality can be attained in (5. 33) if and only if
0	 0
Cij Ckl(x) Fkl(x) - Ckl G ia (x) FiJ (x)	 for all x.	 (5. 34)
Note that we are able to associate the integral in (5. 32) with the Laplace
transform and conclude that (5. 34) must be satisfied only if the assumption
is made that G.. (x) and F ib (x) are independent of h or equivalently that ao is13
independent of X.
It is immediate that aR satisfies (5..34) since .
C..	 C
^.^	 kl
	
IXR 	 aR
	
G j (x)
	 Gkl(x)
aR
	aR
-d -bx2
a - x e (5.39)
To prove that aR is the only signal structure which . satisfies
(5. 34) for all x, suppose a  ;:- a  also satisfies (5. 34) and let
12 = max XiX	 j	 (5.36)i;^4-
Since 
ao^aR' 412 > Akl for some k and 1. This implies that for F 12 4x) as
expressed in (4.69)
rx. > 0	 3'-3,,..,M
and therefore
lira. F 12 4x) = 1,	 45. 37)
X --* CO
Now if
lim. Fkl (x) = a> 0,	 (5. 38)
X -^ 00
by using the tetra-choric series it can be shown that for large x, F kl(x) is
of the form
I
where d.> 0 and b> 0. Using the same approximation for F 12 (x) for large x,
and ,
 substituting into (5. 34) we require
-x2/1+X	
2	
-x2/1+X0
	 4	
2
ck l
	
	
^e	
2	
a- x-d e -b x ^ C ^	 e	 2 1- x-d e -b x
j
2^ 1- ^^'12 /	 2 rr 1	 l
(5.40)
which for ,_large- x is of the form
x2 /1 +AO 2
	-x2/1 + 0
d. I
 e	 r,-d 2 e l
and it is immediate that equality can be attained only if
12 -- '^l
(5.41)
(5.42)
V-12
lira Fkl (x) = 0
X -0. 00
(5.43)
If on the other hand
then
- Fk1 (x) = o I x-d e 
-bx2
and no value for Xkl will give equality for large x in (5. 34). Fence all
the 
X^J 
must be equal.	 QED
To this point we have that the regular simplex is a local extremum at
every signal-to-noise ratio, and is the only such signal structure in I'. But
there remaLs the major problem of showing whether it is the global or abso-
lute maximum., and moreover, that the global optimum is independent of
signal-to-noise ratio. So far we have that if there exists a global maximum
independent of A, it necessarily must be the regular simplex.
5. 3	 Global Optimality of the Regular Simplex for Large SNR
We now prove the following.
Theorem 5. 4:	 In the class of all admissible signal sets, r, the regular sim-
plex signal structure is the global optimum for large signal-to- noise ratio.	 .
Proof: By substituting (4.117) into (4. 113), we obtain for any a
A2(I+X1 2)
2
- 
M 
e  /2 P Na) -	 1	 e	 4	 R (X)	 (5. 45)
X	 12	 2 f ag r X1	 122 
where R 12 (1) is defined by (4.118).
that
ConsideP now a sequence { hn I such
CO
n
and define
nJ,n
iJ (5.46)
V- 13
A
as the global optimum at An. At each n let us renumber so that
12 - max- X	 (5.47)i;4j
Then from (5. 37)
F	 CO12 W 1 as x -~^ 
for each n, and consequently
R12W	 1 as X  -o- co	 (5.48)
But for the optimal choice, we already require that -
a 	 (^,n^ae}
;	
n
..	 ..	 F..	 h ^a	 0	 (5. 49)80	 0 =0
	
i> j	 ij	 ij	 ?a	 n n
for any other admissible a' where
a0
 = ( - 0) an + 8 aR
Substituting (5. 45) into (5. 49), we require that a n satisfy
n	 ^^'n	 i'
ij	
e	 4	 R. (X )	 0	 (5.50)
i> j	 ^1 - ^.	 ^j	 nJ
for' any admissible h'ij and every n. For n fficiently large, however,
0
A. = constant i ^ j
3.j
is the only signal structure which satisfies (5. 50) for all admissible a'.
For if a n = aR, then by dividing through by
^2 X 
e n 12
and letting n become large, (5. 50) reduces to
(X!.
	
1R. 	 0	 (5.51)
i> j	 j
which we already know to be the case.
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IIf, however, we assume that the global maximuxrl. is something
other than a., and again divide through by
R2 1Rn
e,
 n	 12
and allow n to become sufficiently large, (5. 50) now reduces to
V'ij	 > 0 (5..52)
where the surii is now only over those (i,'J) for which
,n 	
n -- max R i . ^- R 12,
i;43
This inequality will not be satisfied for arbitrary admissible a' unless the
sum is over all i j, from which we conclude that only a satisfies (5. 50)
for large R.	 QED
A. different proof of this same theorem has recently been given by
Ziv (see Reference 5. 2).
5.4	 Sufficient (Second Order) Conditions for Optimality
As indicated in Section 5. 1, a study of first order variations was
not enough to conclude that the regular simplex is a local maximum, in all
admissible directions of 1. These first order variations about the regular
simplex are identically zero when the direction is in the tangent plane de- .
fined by
M M
Z Z X = 0
i=1j=1 ''-
(5. 9)
Hence, the possibility exists that the regular simplex is a saddle point. In
order to conclude that a indeed is a local maximum in these directions also,
it is necessary to examine the second order variations in the neighborhood of
the regular simplex. 'these are obtained by considering the following:
V-15
1 _
-1
A. ^- l (5.60)
Let a l
 be any other admissible choice such that
a' - 
aR l l < a	 (5.53)
for some fixed 6> 0. Let
X..	 i. (B) - '(1 - 8) hR. + 82.i.	 (5.54)
J	 J
'When the Taylor series expansion in 9 akgout aR for the cummulative densityR
function, (D(x;a l ), is
00	 k
	
45 (x ;a l )
 = 0( x;a + a (x) B + a (x) 8 
2
+ Z a  (x) k ! 	 (5. 55)R	 1	 2	 Z	 k=3
where
w	 a x,aR	 )	 R
a s (x) 
	 ax..	 ` X i .	 X'aZ> j	 13	 J	 3
(5. 56.)
and
a 
^ 
(x) - Z► 	 a•	 0-13' R`	 AR(5.57)
	
- i?j k> l^'^kl 	 ij	 kl ^ kl
where for convenience we adopt the notation
a 2 O(x; aR/
ai jkl	 aXij ail	 (5, 58)
In order to proceed further, al jkl inust be partially computed, which we
carry out- in the following three lemmas. The method used in this cornputa-
tion consists in first considering
i^
♦ 	
P
a^ =	
P
♦`	 (5. 59)
^l
and then taking limits as
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ILemma 5. 5. For i 0 j 0 k 71 1, define
r = 
a  jkl a 1234'
	 (5. 51)
Then
r
 =Y
x
ee * G (x, x, .K, x, 9 5, . .
 8 1 9 M; 0; C. d9 5 ... d4M = G 4(x) F 4 W
111f-4 fola (5. 52)
where
2
	
1	 (M-1)4-1	 2G U _ 2^	 exg -•23  	 (5.63M (M-4)
and
	
F W - Fr	 x	 M(M-1) • -	 (	 )
	
4	 i	 (M^-4) (M-5)	 ^. - 5, ... ,	 5. B4
where the are Gaussian with zero means, unit variances, and
E( i iP = M 1 S , -	 j.	 (5.65)
Proof: On account of the symmetry of a  it is immediate that for any
i;4j;dk;4I
a  jkl - a 1234'
By the same technique used in Section 4. 3, it can be shorn that
7 2 (x^a	 x
a ^. a ^. ^ -
	 G Cx, x, x, x, 5 , . . . , M; 0, ix ) d ... d9 M
12	 13	 A
M-4 fold
x
Y
G (^I M., ^ 2 =x,e3 =x,Yx	 •• G 5 , ..., eM/^ 1 =x,9 2 =x,e 3 =x,^ 4=x) d9 5 ... d^M
..0
G 1 3 2, 3,4 is a nonsingular density and can therefore be written down.
explicitly. if this is done, then, after taking limits
'V"- 17
. QDD
(M~1.)4
	 ( M-1 )x2]G 4(x - G (91 =x: 92=x: 93=x: 9 4=x - 27r )	 3	 exp w2 M- 4M -4)
Hence
X
F4 
(X)-
	 G (g5, ... ,	 Y" gi=x,	 _Yx, 
9
4=x^ d% ... d
^y 5	 M
which can be written
x
F 4 W --	 G(g5, ... , 9M m4; C 4 ) d9 5 ... dg M
CO
M4old
where
-4x
M-4
m =4`
-4x
(M-4)
and the elements of C 4 are
M(M- 5 )	 along the diagonal(M 1) (M - 4)
and
(M-1) -(M=4) off the diagonal.
Finally, express F4(x) in terms of normalized random variables by setting
4ki +M-
-4
 M(.M-5)
	
i - 5 1 ..
 , 112.
The i h ive zero mean, unit variance, and covariances equal to to 	 I(M- 5)
from which-
(x) ' = Pr
	
x	 M(M~ 1	 i = 5, ... ,112i4 	 (M-4) (M-5)
Lemma 5.6. For j = k, j 01, define
(5.66)q=akjk1 -a 1213-
When
q = G 4 (x) F4(x) - (M-3) x G 3 (x) P3(x)
where
3/2
3 (x) -
	 2	 exp	 2- 3) x^2^	 M^M (M-3)
and
F3 (x) - Pr i xF-(—M%M) 4	 -- 4, ... , M
where the
	
-.re Gaussian with zero mean, unit variance, and
Vj	
_1
j) -M-4 " ij
(5.67)
(5.68)
(5.69)
(5.70)
Proof. Again, on account of the symmetry in a p and aR
a  jk1 a 1213	 for j	 k ;4- 1.
Using the same technique as above
a 2 0(x;aR.)	 x	 a4
- 1im .	 ...	 2	 G	 0; a) 'd j ^ j0A l2 8 .13	
^1^	 0	 ag 1 a^ ag3	
P
p
M^ M-^ol.d	 M
G
= w 1im	 . ^	 a 3	 1=11 i ^.	 G (C; p; a	 d I e
-. 
1	 Y-OO
	
a 
1 
a a2 3
	
p
P M-1 M-3 fold
x	 (1.
	
M+2E)x X3	 ...	 '0'a	 d-	 m	 2	 + 2	 i G (x, x^ J 4'	 s M'	 e4... ^M.
-- 
1	
Y CO
	
ff ^
	
a^1 ^. =4
	
p d
p M-1 M-3 fold
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where
C
	
_p
a
and
2	 D	 (1-.p) [ 1 + (M-'1) p
a t - C 11 - { 1 + (M-2)pj
Following the same procedure as inthe previous lemma, it can be shown that
x
lim	 .(3 x, x, x, 4 , , .. ,
 M^ 0, a d 4 ... d^ M - G 3 (x) F3 W.
-1	 ^0	 P
M-1
Substituting
q - lim
	
(1+2
 E)x G3 (x) F3 (x}
_ 1	 CY 1
P M-1
M x
+ 2	 ...	 G ( x, x, x, 4 ,	 M^ 0, a ) d94... d^M	 (5.71)6 1 j=4 -^	 P
M-3 fold
Now define
x
a -	 ...	 9. G ^x,x,x,
	
^... , E	 0; a) d^	 ..d	 - 4 3 . .,M.3 _^	 4	 M	 P	 4	 M,
M-3 fold	 (5.72)
Here also, a does not depend on j on account of the symmetry of a . Next3 . P
we note that
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1
a
h
i
9^
y
+	 '(^	 '^•	
x
r	 4..f 411 F ^ ^^(7^ ^ =	 • 1 •	 I + j x, x, x, x, ^, • ♦ . , 	 ^ Q, 4G ^ d E ,, . • • K 9 M
 y
M-4 fold
x
00Y Q 	 G (x, 
X, x, g. 4
.1	 j g M' d; ceR ) d^ 4' " d^ M
M-3 fold
M
x.	 3^x ^ 4 c4^^
= -- lien
	 2 +	 G ^x, x, x, 4, .. , ,	 Q;	 ) d 4... QM
crM-1
	
1
= -- lim	 32x G 3 (x) F3 (x) + [ 1 + (2
-3) E l 
a3
-1c I	 crp^ M-1
from wbich
a' ^ G 4 (x) ^'4 (x) + 3Ex G 3 (x) g`3(x)
a3 w - liml	I + (M-4) E)
	
(5. 73)
M-1
Substituting into ( 5. 71)
WFi	 (M -3) E	 - 1+2 E -	 3E2(M-3)	 xq - ^' ^ [ 1 + (M-1.) E] G 4 (x) F4(x) ^
	
2	 1 + M-4	 c^2	
G3 () 3 ( )
M-I
G 4W F (x)	 M--3 ) x G 3 (x) F3(x) QED
Lemma 5. 7. For i = k, and j = 1, define
p = aklkl ^ a1212 	 (5. 74) .
``hen
M--1	 2	 I11.^^-1p =	 ) x G (x)	 (x) + G(x) - 2F (x)	 G (x)(M- 2 	 2	 2	 2	 IM(M- 2y]. 2
- 2 (M-1 `^ x G 3 	 3	 4	 4(x) F (x} + G 4x) F (x)	 (5.75)
A
Wfiore
2	 r
G 2^^j - 2^r M{M 2). exp [ \ M-2^ X2^
F2 (x) - . Pr foi :5 x f3; i	 M
r.. - y
C ( 2 oiG 
^o3, ...,^iM;. 0i C 3) do3,, doM
00
M-2 fold i -- 33..,,lllxy
(5.76)
(5.77)
(5.78).
where
(M- 2) (M- 3)
and
1	 .
M-3	 (5.80)
M-3
Probf. , In the same manner as in the previous lemmas, It can be shown that
x
G W F (x) - lim
	 •••	 G (x, x, ,..., ^ 	 0;a ) d% ...d9.2	
-1 -^	 3	 M	 P	 3	 M
M-1 (5.81)
Now
820 (xsaR)
p=
ah2 13
M 2
Y7rs
X
(1+E )x + E 3
•"
	
lim 	 2iC3	 ^X"X'9  , . s • - J ^ 71lY.^.jf O; a p) . d e3 . r . d ^M
Cr
4
M-1 M 2
( 1 +E)2	 ,+ E M
lim G2W yxy•• 	3 ^
	
-1	
_-00
P
	
	 a1111,T I.
2	 lily	 2
U1
d 3 ... d^^ (5.82)
Note that
G 
	
=X.,
	 = G 3 	 , M M2^ C2
Where
+p
M ^-
(I +P)+p
and ' the elements of C 2 are
2 B1 --	 along the diagonal
p
and
2 2p 1	 off the diagonal
Let
-^- 2p x, i-3,...9.
	
x	 x 1+p
'When
2
41+E3 + 
2 p(M-2)E .
	
^Irn G2(x) 	...	 I+ p
-1.	 -0	 a
M-1
,
2
[(I+E) + 2p(M-- 2) E Ex M
	
2 NI n
+	 I +p	
^ + E	 E•	 24	 x	 4^-C 
1	 x=3 j 
9I	 I=3	 e 1
(^A	 A	 A	 A
where
1+p
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This can be reduced to
P - (
M-112 2
	
	 -,x
M-2l x G 2 (x) F 2 W + lim G 2 W ...
A M-1	 M-2fold
	
n	 n	 n	 n
2^x	 M A +	 ^	 w	 G	 ... , E ; O;C	 de ..	 M. d^
	
^.	 ---2	 33	 M	 2 I2	 E ^.	 4	 E i
	
2(1+A) Cy 1	 i=3
	 61	 i=3	
U1 )
(5.83)
Now , ,define
x
Y-7.
A = G 2 (x} f G	 3, ... , M3 0; C 2} d 3 ... d M
F
-00
i = 3 3	 , MO	 (5.84)
In the same manner as in the previous lemmas, a can be evaluated by
noting that
G 3 	 F 3 (x) - 22 x G 2 (x ) F 2 (x}rs 1
^^+( - }^^	
x	
G x,x,	 ...,	 0, a
	
d	 .. d^	 (5; 85)iW	 2	 3	 M	 P)	 3'	 M
ai
	 M-2 fold
x
.: . i G (xP'Xj 9 3 , ... 3 i
	
M 
0 ap	 dg 3 ... de 
^ .
7x
= G 2 (x) ... i -- px	 , ... , M; 0; C 2	 dE 3 ... dM	 (5. 5631+	 3
Substituting ( 5. 86) into (5. 85), we obtain that
26
A = - 1 + M-3
	
G (x) F3 (x3
^	 (	 )E]	 3
V-24
rI
which when substituted into (5. 83)yields
M- i 2 .2	 M-x	 E
P '
	
_2	 G2(x) F2(x) -2	 -2 x G 3 (x) F3 W +lim	 4 (M-2) t^M	
^ -
1
 a1 ..
p M-1
+ (M-2) (M-3) B - E2
61
G2(x) F2 (x) (5. 87)
where
. n	 ^'x	 nn	 n	 n	 ^	 i-3,...,M'C G 2 (x)	 9i	 G^ 43, . . . , ^	 0; C 2 ) d^ 3 ... d9Oy
(5. 88)
and
Y'yy
B = G 2 W	 ei ^i G (g 3 , ... , M; 0 ; C 2 d^3 ... de'M
i	 j; (i, j) ? 3	 (5.89)
Define
s, 0; agx	 dG
x
	
.(X,,	 ,...^
	
. . da2...	
^.3	 mp^	 3'	 1111	 (5.90)
which can be shown to be equal to
^1 G 3 W F3 (x) + 2 Ex.G 2 (x) F2(x)
1 + (M-3)EI.
Now
x	
2
G 4  ^'`4(x) lim	 :,. a a
	
G (x .$ x, 3 , ... , M 0, ap) d^-	 d^M
— oa	 3 4
p^M-i
2
	
lim 4 E2	 E G W F W+ 4Ex	 1+ (M- 3)E a
P-40...1	 ^^	 ^^	 2	 2	 ^4	 2
M-1 	 1
+ ^4
	
2^ + (M-4)E 2 C' + I +2(M--4)-^ + (M-4) (M-3) +1 E2 B^
15. 921.
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where
x
C  -	 G x, x,.;3,.,.,EM;'0; «^ l d9 3 ...dE	 i 3,...,M	 (5.93)
-00
and
xB= (x) _ . x
	 (x, x, s , ... , E ; D;a ) d ... dti	 3	 M	 p	 3	 M
-00
i;^4- j; (i, j) ? 3.	 (5.94)
By -writing C  (x) and B E (x) in terms of G 2 (x) and substituting
A. = 9 -2pxIi-3,...,M
we obtain
A	
4p 
lx	4 2x2B r W. = B(x) - [1+(M-3)61  ( 1 +p) G3 (x) F3 (x) + 
A	 2 G 2 (x) F 2 (x)
	
(5.95)
ti+A)
and	 2
2 p2	 4pc^lxC ^ W=
	 .- i P
_ G
2 W C(x) - 1+ (M-3)E (I+p) G W F3(x}
4 2x2+ A	 2 G 2 (x) F 2 (x).	 (5.96)
Also
2
C(x) = 1 - p	 G 2 (x) C 	 (5. 971A
A
Substituting (5. 95) and (5. 96) into (5. 92), we obtain for B(x)
4
() -	
a	
G (x) F (x)
11 + 2 (1t2-4} E + { (M-4). (M-3) +} € 2]	 4	 4
EG 2 (x) F2tx}	
[2 E: + (M-4) E 2
++	 ^'	 G(x) G 2 (x)	 (5.98)
cr 
2	 4	 1+p
cr
Finally, When (5. 98) and (5.97) are substituted into (5. 87) and we lei
p- -1	 we obtain the desired..result,	 QED
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With these three relationships the fact that the regular simplex
is a local maximum in the tangent plane defined by (5. 9) can now be proven.
To do this, define
M
bi - ,	 At. - AR.	 (5.99)
j=i
and note that
R^ -
 G(x) 	 x
9A..	
-	
x ? 2 4 ), i ^ ^	 (5. 100)
Then
M
ai$x) - 2 G2	 F2'2W	 bi
	
(5. 101)
i=1
Now we prove
Lemma 5.8. For any admissible a'
2
^+ 2	 M	 M 2
a2	
_Y
7	 (p - 2q + r) + s Eb.  r + Z b	 (q - r)	 (5.102)
i > j
	
1
where
'Y.. - A.. - AR
	(5.103)ii
Proof. From (5.57)
a2 (x) = E E E E yij ^,kl ax, jkli>j k>l
which can be rewritten as
" iji j
^+ 2
2L W	 ^.^ ^'ij. A +	 -'ij ykl ai jkli> j	 i> j k> 1
(is j) 0(k, 1)
	
_	 2	 ^^►►
T— P  +4 L+
	
'Yij Tkl ai jkli>J
	
i>
	 k>I
((is j) 0 (k, 1)(i s j) 0 (1, k)
y2. p +
i> ja
^R
q
+ 	
r
	
2 Y^J'Yik +Z ''jk 	 "kl 4k	 k	 k 1
k;4 j	 kOi	 k#il;^4-i
k;,4-j10j
The coefficient of q is
	
2	 2
z	 L^ 'I'i •
	
[(bi " '}'i • + (b i - ^'i •	 -2 Lr ^ _Y i • + 	 b ii j	 .}J
	 i> i	 J
The coefficient of r is
''i j	
-tkl g Z Z 7ij Z b 1 'Yil _ yj l
	
A J
	
k 1
	 i i	 l
	
k#i 1;4 i	 14i
	k;-4-1 10j	 10J
2
T ^	 y + -
	
b.	 b2
i> j	 J 
Substituting these into (5. 104) gives the desired result.
Now restrict a  to lie in the tangent plane given by (5. 9).
Therefore
E X  = 0
	
j	 13
-(5.104)
QED
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which, employing Lemma 4. 5, implies
X. • = 0, j.=.  11 i . . ,M.
i.	
3j
Hence
b •
	 = 0,	 i = 1, . . . ,Its.
So, when a' is in this tangent plane, we have that
a fix} _
	
'y' 2..	 (p	 2q + r)2	 ii (5.105)i > J
Now
2	 )P 	 q	 1[(M -2 	'-	 W	 C x(	 _.f^	 M(	 ) G 2 x
2(T-1)	
x G
	 (	 `(M- 2) (M--3)	 3 x }.,^ (5.106)
From 14. 43) we can write
00	 00
(^.^a'} =	 e	
dII— (D (x;a } dx	 e	 d (x;cr°} -
	
(Ja
	
} dxR dx R^ ^
o	 ..
which, using (4. 44), can be expressed as
eL	 (x;a') -	 (x, Cr}R	 R (5.107)
so that, employing (5. 55), we have that
00	 CO
ZR	 o	 l	 Ik=1.
But a 1 W -vanishes when a' is in the-tangent plane.
	 Hence, in order to verify
that aR is a local maximum in this tangent plane, we have only to prove the
following.
p
K
Theorem 5. 5.
e a2 (x) dx > 0 (5.109)0
when a l is in the tangent plartiu^ ^ defined by
!^ ^ Aij " 0
a ^
Proof. Since in (5. 93)
72• > 0
i> j ij
the proof reduces to showing that
e^x (p -- 2q + r) dx > 0
	 (5. 110)0
where (p -- 2q +r) is given in (5.106), The integral over the last two terms
of (p - 2q + r) is clearly positive. Hence it is sufficient to verify that
00
	
AX	 M-1
e	 M-2 x2 M G 2 (x) F 2 (x) dx > 0	 (5.111)
0
To do this, use the fact that
d G2(x) ..2	 -Z xG2W
to integrate
CO
exx G 2 (x) F2 (x) dx
0
by parts, yielding the relationship
00	
00
M-1	
e^ x2 G (x) F (x) dx a	 e G (x) F (x) 1 + xR dxM-2	 2	 2	 2	 2 	 [
a	 o
CO d F2(X)
+ a xe G 2 (4	 dx	 dx
0 C6. 1121
V-30
I
V-8i
F'
which when substituted into (5. 111), results .in the inequality
00	 00	 dF2 (x)
-	 e G 2 (x) F2 (x) dx +	 xeXx G (x) X F {x) +	 dx ? 00
	
Yo	 2	 2	 dx
(5.113)
Both of these integrals are positive for Xa 0, and the coefficient of the ftrst
is positive for M> 3. Since the optimal solution for the M = 3 case has
already been found, the proof is complete. 	 QED
This completes the discussion of second order conditions for the
regular simplex, from which we can conclude that for any a ,, in the tangent
plane and in the neighborhood of "R
d^ OL; a9 < O{X,-aR)
In summary we have proven the following main results about the
regular simplex signal structure.
{1)	 In P, the regular simplex is a local maximum at every
signal--to-noise ratio and is the only signal structure that
is a local maximum at all signal-to-noise ratio.
(2)	 The regular sirn.plex is the global optimum for sufficiently
small signal-to-noise ratio and for signal--to-noise ratio
sufficiently large.
5.5	 Maximizing the Minimum Distance
Because of its relative simplicity, the criterion of maximizing the
minimum distance between the signal vectors has been a common one. In
the class of all admissible signal sets we have the following:
Lemma 5. 9. In the class, F, of all admissible a, the regular simplex is
the only polytope which maximizes the minimum distance between the sig-
nal vectors.
Remark: In :his case of no dimensionality restriction and for the case
when D is restricted to two ., the problem of maximizing the minimum
distance has a unique solution. However, this criterion does not in
genera, have a unique solution. In addition, different signal sets with
the same minimum distance will be shown in the following chapter to
have different probabilities of detection , thus making it a somewhat
questionable criterion. All of the signal design solutions known to date,
however, do maximize the minimum distance in the subclass of P in
which they are the gpti.m '
In prior work maximizing the minimum distance had been the ao--
cepted criterion, so its relation with probability of detection ought to be
known. It was most likely the first criterion used in signal design and
appeared attractive because of its intuitive connection with maximum
likelihood decision rules and the divergence criterion.
Proof:
Maximizing the minimum distance is synonymous to minimizing
max
i;,^!J
	
x	 (5.114)
The minimum value (5. 114)  we can attain is -11 since for any a
Z . Z X.. 2: - 
M
i > j 13	 2
Thus, we must show aR is the only polytope which attains this minimum
value.F
 Assume a represents another polytope with
max k ' ~ NI 1i^j	 ^ .
and reorder the X.. so thatij
1 2 max X..iFd.j
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We know that D(a) = 0, since it has already been shown that
i>
whenever D(a) ? O which implies
max X. > M^ 1
i0j	 3
I
Therefore, for a
from which
4r E z- - - 2
M
0
or
1113+.....1M	 M-1
If any
Xi i i ? 3
is less than
-1
M-1
then at least one of the others has to be greater than this term., which is
a contradiction.
Then
-1
	 . >h1i -- -1 1	 2.
Using this and repeating the argument for
M
A - 0	 i 2
j =1 ij
we see that
A
	 - ^ for. all i
V-33 t
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VI. OPTIMALITY WHEN THE DIMENSIONALITY IS
RES'T'RIC'T'ED TO D < M-2
The results derived in the previous chapter indicate that when
dimensionality is unrestricted, the optimal signal set is the regular sim-
plex which requires M-1 degrees of freedom..
We now consider the problem of determining optimal signal sets
when the . allowed degrees of freedom are restricted to be less than M-Y.
In particular., we now reduce the allowed degrees of freedom from that
required for the regular simplex by one, and look for, optimal signal sets
when D:5 M-2, which corresponds to an equivalent reduction on the ;allowed
bandwidth.
In this case (i. e., in the class of admissible a for which D :5 M - 2),
the signal sets which have inner product matrices of the form
l^
1	 -1
M-^ Z.
	 0
1	
-l.
0	 \	 M2-1
-1	 r
•	
M2-1	
^\
1
(6.1)
where M i can assume the values 2, 3, ... , M-2, and M 1 +M2 =M, are local
extremes for all signal. -to-noise ratios; that is, they satisfy necessary (first
order) conditions to be optimal. This is . demonstrated in Section 6. 1.
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These local extrema consist of two regular simplices placed
orthogonal to one anot.ber, with dimensionalities M 1 -1 and M2 - 1,  thus
satisfying the restriction of M .signals in M--2 (or less) dimensions.
These necessary conditions provide M-3 local extrema which must be
classified into local maxima, local minima, or saddle points.
However, in Section 6. 2, we show that each of the above extrema sat-
isfies, sufficient (second order) conditions to be a local maximum in r2 , where
for convenience we define 
r2 as that subclass of r for which D 
S M-2. Finally,
it is shown that the largest of the > M-3 local maxima satisfies the condition:
I M I - M
21 
- i..	 (6.2)
For each M, this condition is satisfied by only one of the local maxima.
Thus, for M even, the largest local maximum consists of two regular sim-
plices, each formed from signals; and for M odd, one is formed from
21 signals and one from M+ 1 .
It should not be surprising that optimal signal sets are not equi-
correlated for the cases when the dimensionality restrictions are less than
M-1, since the only signal set which 'is equi-correlated and does not have
dimensionality D = M is aR, for which D = M-1. Hence, these optihzal sets
necessarily cannot be equi-correlated.
As a special case. of interest, these results show that for 5 points
in 3 dimensions, the choice which corresponds to placing 4 points on the
equator and one on the pole is not optimum., while the choice of 3 points on
the equator and one on each pole is the optimum, even though both have the
same minimum distance, thus settling another heretofore unresolved . point
in this theory. In particular, we note that the mean width is larger in the
latter case.
6.1	 Necessary (First Order) Conditions
We are looking for admissible a which maximize the probability
of detection subject to . the restriction That D :5 M-2. In this section
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necessary conditions which a local. extremum must satisfy are attainer ,
and those a0 in Equation M. 1) are shown to satisfy these conditions.
First, note that from (4. 44) the probability of detection cam be
written
_X2/200	 M--1
XxPDMa) = e	 e	 G 	 i(x)	 dx o	 -
r X2'2 00M
e	 e	 CD (x., a)	 • 0(x) Idx	 ^6, 3)
o
where, as before, we integrate only over the .region (o, co) since we already
know that the optimal solutions have convex hulls which contain the origin,
.Hence minimizing
M
j (h; a)	 eXx (^(x;a) - OW	 dx	 (6.4)
a
is equivalent to maximizing PB(X;a).
Second, note that the M2 constraint. equations
	
C . = 0	 i, j - I.P. . 6.0 M .9	 (6.5)
ij
where as before, 
C..is 
the cofactor (including sign) of X.. in a,	 --are suf
	
3-3	 13
ficient to restrict a to M-2 degrees of freedom. Since the a space consists
only of symmetric matrices, the number of constraint equations can be
reduced to
	
G =0 for i ? j j = 1, ... , M	 (GAYij
with no loss of generality.
Let A2 denote the class of all a whose elements satisfy (6. 6).
Observe that d2
 includes non-admissible as well as admissible a; that is,
there may be a satisfying (6. 6) that are not non-negative definite.
But
VI - 3
In addition, if extrema are found in A 2, and they are adm issible, i. e. , they
are , also elements of I' 2, then they are also extrema of r'2 . This is the
approach we adopt.
Now, consider some a t in r2, i. e. , a' is a point on each of the
s-urf&oes in a-space defined by C ij = 0; i?-,, j, j = i, ... , M. The erector
z
normal to the surface C = 0 at a' is given bar the (M^ x 1 gradient.^
vector:
VC..	 -ii
 al
a
.13Al
2 a t
ax 13aJ
(6.8)
axM_i^ 
M	 sa.
and the plane tangent to the surface at a' consists of those vectors t
satisfying
VC..	 t =0	 (6.9)
^.^ a o
If a' is to be a local minimum with respect~ to paints in the neighborhood of a'
satisfying C.. = 0, for all .(i, j),. then.
(V	 0 = 0	 (G. 10)
for all t satisfying (6. 9), or equivalently
	
V J(A.;rr') • t	 W 0	 (6.11)
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where
a 12	 ax'12
^J(^;a' } -
	 •	 - A CEO( ; a,')
MA"a' }	 aoMa' )
8_ 1, M	 PM-1, M
r
(6.12)
and where 0 (A;a) is defined by (4. 12).
For if (6. 11) is not satisfied, there would then exist a curve in C ij = 0 through
a' on which the projection of VJ (X;a') would be negative, thus decreasing
J(X;a).. The existence of such a curve is guaranteed since 
C.. 
is a polynomial
in the Ake , and therefore differentiable. We have, however, ",M( M+1) sur-
faces and corresponding ( 2+1} tangent planes to which VJ(X;a') must be
orthogonal, if a' is to be a local 'minimum of J (A; a) in r 2 . The flat which
is tangent to all the surfaces of a' consists of those vectors t such that i
(6.13)VC. • t - 0 for i ? j, j = 1, . . . , Mji a r
Note that as the dimensionality of the manifold spanned by the set of normal
vectors 
I
VCij increases, the dimensionality of the flat defined by (6. 13) de-
creases. If a' is to be a local minimum with respect to those a which are in
all 2) surfaces, then the relationship
(Vi Mal ) • t) = 0	 (6.14)
must hold for all t in the flat defined in (6. 13). Finally, since the flat de-
fined in ( 6. 13) is orthogonal to the manifold spanned by the normal. vectors
fVCij , and their union is the whole a-space, we can conclude (6. 14) will
be satisfied if, and only if, VJ (X;a') can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of the VCij , that is, if
1%
DJ Ma,')
	
v. VC
ij 13	 ^J
a'
(6. 1.5)
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R,
>%127---- Xm,
^o
P11
	 181 M2
(6.1)
R2
,Y12	 Y^^^
Pji 	 j	 R3
M2-  M' 24
IDENTIFICATION AND INDEXING DM%-J'RAM FOR AN
ARBITRARY a AND FIXED M 1 AND M2
FIGURE 6. 1
Equation (G. 15) is the necessary condition that must be satisfied by at
for it to be a local extremum in r2.
Theorem G. 1.
The a0 given by
\\
	
	 -	 0
M1-1
wl	 \^
o -
	 Mlwl	 ^1
\ `	 M^-1
2.
M2-1 \`
k
where M, = 2 3 .. , , M-21
and 111ii + M2 M
satisfy the necessary condition in (6. 15) and are therefore local extrema
in F2.
'roof:
R is immediate that these a  are admissible and have dimensionality
equal. to M-2.
Henceforth, for M  and M2 fixed such that Mi + M2 = M, we will
identify and index the elements of an arbitrary a as ,indicated in Figure 6. 1.
Identify the ij elements as being in R V the Pij in R2 , and the -yij in R3.
Assume components of the gradient and. normal vectors are arranged in the
following order: First over RV then R2 , and finally over R3.
Denote the M  x M  regular simplex by
1
Ml-i
RM -	 `
Mi-I
•	
\i
and similarly  the M 2 x M2 regular simplex by
i
a=	 M2-IR 	 \
M2-i
\1
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k
(6.16)
(6.17)
F
+h.
Hence
I
ARM
a,0	 0	 a, R 
M
where M
1
+ M2.	 aill'using (4.49)
x
e	 dxJOL; C e0y	 G(9;0-a,,) d je^ 	 X_ Y.
	
YO 	 CO
tm-fold
	
CO	 x
xx
e	 d]
o	 00	 R M'
M
-fold
0; cvR - d	 10 (x) IM dx
M2
.2
(6.19)
Rocadse- of -the symmetry in aR 	 and a' 
R	
(and introducing the
M 	 M2
symbols, a C and e
3 
we catk write
00OJOL;ao) ' aiMad	
xx
12	
C	 dx.
13	 0
x
d^0;	 d^XA
3-1 4	 M	 R.	 3	 M
0 2)"fold
X
aR
M2
f Aa -fold
(6.20)
t.
1
y
1
aj(x;a0 	a 	 ad	 o° X-C
c3 -	 e dx
G 9; 0; aR	
dTVT
,Y . xw Co	 i	 •
M i--fold
x
M
'	 x, x, rq3, 714, ... , ^qm2^ 0; R	 d ]3 . • . d m
^^^ 2^^ Old (6.21)
for all 
-yij 'n R3 ; and
laSOL; o) aj(x;ao)	
00 
)ix
= c =	 e dx
o
	
X.	
X.
 
Cx X, 77 2 ,.• ► ,17
M 
s 0;aR	 d-q2.••d 77M
2	 M2	 2
for all	 iii R	 'Wherefore; the gi-,diem vector at ao is
f
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of the form
0	 c
.12
0	 C
M I S M
0	 C 2
17
af0	
(6.231
ajOL;a.0 2
M M1 2
UN-a
c
3
8-Y, 2
if0	 c3
M 1.1 M2	 2
We now look at the form of the VC at a
Define C..k^	
th
to be the determinant of a after removing the i and
nth'	 th	 I)i+j +k+k 'rows, the	 andth	 mcoluns, and multiplying by.(
mn
U
Also define C .. to be the determinant of a after removing the JLAh
th	 th	 th th	 thk and m rows, the j	 nand	 coltimns, and multiplying by
i+j+k+l+m+n
ti
f^
Employing Lemma 4.6, the following relationships for any a can
be readily verified:
3C..
aA	 - C44,	 i 0 j	 (6.24)
ac..
a^.	 -0,
a^ 
=C j:k - Czk i	 j.-a j	 k, k	 iMjk	 ^ r j^
aC	 ..
-..^.^ 
_2Ck'O
 k 0 1, A j, j 0 k
and
(6.25)
(6.2-6)
(6. 2 7)
aC..
	 M	 my,
--N = Z	 C	 all indices different,
kI m=1
m0i
m;,-4k
We will use the fact that the N x N matrix
P
a w
A	 P	 ^a
has diagonal cofactors
Cii(p) - 1 + (N-2) A (1 ^ P}N -1x	 ,.. ,N
3	 and off diagonal cofactors
C.. (p)	 - p(1 _p)-Z
'fix-11
(6-28)
(6.29)
(6.30)
1,0
	 if i and j-:5 MI
or , i . and 1 > Mi
C..	 C..	 = b 0 0
_ Jim	 +^
2
if i:5 MV. and j > M f
Cjj
CY0
I
i
Applying (6, 24) to f6. 31) to 0, the following relationships can be
readily verified, to which,, we assign the symbols bv, b l , .... , b0:
where C1.	 is the diagonal cofactor of ^R , and Cis Ihe d'iagonaI3.M 1	 Ml
factor -of aR
-31,2
if 3j is in R l' and kA in R C•,	 C	 ; b3Jm1 kYM2
	
1
Ckg= 	 C .. ^ Ck' . ^ b2
a^^
	 M
if j3 is in R2, and kl- in -R^
0	 .0 , is in RI or R3 and Irl is R2
if allindices are :S. Ml or ? ^7I i, e., if all indices are in Ri or all indices
are in R,2.
	
E
(C- ) 
(M ) Cmg 	 b 00	 if kI is in R and i3i6. in - 11
M
	
I kkM	 3	 3
(C;
	 i.
i	 fM2^ (CM., 	
' b,if P is zn R and: i i R
IM
kk
	C..	 + (M2 ^ Oc	 _ b^ if kir is it R . Arid 
pi- ie in Rr
MI	 M.2,	 M2	 .or if ki is in R and ij is in -R
kk C..	 x I Crn	 = b	 0 if Ise IS in 3^^ and Ij is IM23 M
	
M
	
i	 -i	 R., o if I
	 in R2 and ij is in,
3 (6.34)
iI
In Figure 6. 2, enough of the normal vectors are described to form!
VJ(X.-,a, ). The % portion of ^lj(x;a comes .from VC ii
 where ii is in R3; and
the R3 part of VJ(X;ao} can come from VCii, for ii in Ri . By summing VCi^^
ij in Ra j over one row in Ri, there results
DCii VC VC..
ii in Ri ii in R3 ij in R2 ij in Ri
c i 0 2b2 b5 0
Ri
ci 0 2b2 b5 .0
c2 0 0 0 b5 .
b5
R,2 ^ ^
^
0	 ith
^^	 row0
b5
C 2^, 0 0 0 b 5
c 3 2b i 0 b 0 b6
R3
c3
2bi 0. bs b6
0(M 1) b 5
M
(6.35)
113 in R	 (M 1) b
M b6
M I b6
By subtracting from this a bealar times VC U (ii in R 2 we have a vector
of the form
0
0
b
-b
0
0	 (6.36)
from which the R	 apart of VJ(X;	 can be written.2	 0
This shows that VJ(Xi
-a ) can be expressed as a linear combination0
of the normal vectors at a0 and therefore proves that these a0 do satisfy
I-? 4
the necessary first order conditions to be local minima of J(;k;a,)
in r
	
QED
To this point we. have established that these a are local extrema
in the class of admissible a for which D E M - 2. Next, sufficient (that is,
second order) conditions must be considered in order to conclude that these
local extrema are indeed local, minimum of JM-a).
6.2
	 Sufficient (Second Order) Conditions
The results obtained from the second order variations about the
regular simplex are now used to determine second order variations for the
aQ of the previous section.
Note that a  is in the plane defined by
M M
Z z Xj w 0i=1j =l (6.37)
and further that at a0 the only admissible directions. are in this tangent
plane and in the boundary of r, where by admissible we now mean direc-
tions or paths which restrict a to r2 , This is the case since directions
towards the interior of F from a have dimensionality D = M.
Let a' be any other admissible signal set in the neighborhood of ao
for which we write
Jfh;a °) - J(1.;a 	--	 4' - h° } c + 	 -o	 ij	 zj	 1 ^ ^3.j 	 ^ij ^ 2 ^ ^^!ij	 'Y. )c c3 + .. .R l	 R2	 R3
(6. 38)
where c 1 , c 2 , and c3 are given by (6. 20), (6, 21), and (6. 22), and are
non-negative.
For ao, we have that
hp•+j3Q +(6.39) (6.
R 13
	
R xi	 R i j -	 21	 2	 3
V1-15
,
ah
i
i
^	 p
4.
. _
	
	
o	
Ml	 !
Ri
s
a	 .
9
R
2
t
and
M
27.0 -
	
(6.42) '
3	 i
For te r, using 'theorem 5. 1, ,;,re can say
Ai. * E Pi . -#-	 ^'i , >
_2	 (6, 04R	 R J R
2	 2	 3
T	 M
Aij '
	 2	 (6.44)
R• i
and
E `Yid > - 2
	
(6. 45)
R3
If equality exists in (6. 44) and (6. 45), then
o	 (6.46)
R
from which we have that the first order variations in (6.28) ar ;e non-negative..
It is immediate that there are cases for which there is strict in"
equality in (6. 46), Hence, a cannot b e a local minimum .o£ probability of
detection in P2
 and is therefore a local maximum or possibly a saddle point.
In order to conclude that a is indeed a local maximum' in P2
	
local minimum of J(A=a }
	
we examine the second. order variations when.
o	 J
the first order variations vanish.
s
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It is clear that the first order variations in (6.38) vanish when them: is
equality in (6. 44), (6. 45) and (6. 46), for which we have the following.
Theorem 0..2. The second order variations in the neighborhood of a  of
PE(?.;a-) are negative for all signal-to-noise ratio in all admissible dxrecw.
Lions- in T'2 for which the first order variations -trani6h and
I _ Mi
^ i^ - 2R.i
Z 9 
I
' - 0
2
M2
ya,^ -y 2
R3
(6.47)
Proof:
As before, we look at the second order variations of J(X;a) and
prove that they are positive.
Employing Lemma 4. 5, using (6. 47), and noting that (6. 47) implies
equality in (6. 43) we have that
	
Pi , - 0	 -,...,M2;
i	 3
and
Zj
	
0	 - , ... , M i
	 (6.48)
We now make the following definitions for
x	
x0(X;a) Y . 	 a	 0; a 	 d 1^1 C ...	 G - 7]; 0; a 	 dl.-q^.
.	 3	 M2M i --fold	 M2 -fold
X;aR	 S x; aR
M 
	 M2
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Define
2	 2(D (x;ao^ 	 aa	 0 (x;ao)
P 1 -	
ax... -"
	 a 2
	
13	 12
°
X .Y	 8.4	
r,	 I
	
 
2	 2 G	 0; aR
	
d I
	
Y -x
..  0;	 d I -.j
-ca 89 1 89 2 	m1  	 M2
M fold	 m2-fold
(6.50)
a 2 (x; ao}	 a 2(D (x; cy
p2 	
a2	 ^ a 2
	
7ij	 X12
Y'x 
	
x	
a4
..	 G 9; 0; aR	 d l I	 , ..	 2	 2 . G _q; O; aR	 d ^00Y
1 	
_00
a7 1 a^2	 M2
m 1 --fold	 m2-fold
(6. 51)
a 
20 (x; a	 a20 (x; a
q1 w aa.	 aAo	 r 1. ° a^. - a?t0
	 (6.52)
12	 13	 12	 34
a 2 (D(x; 0 )	 a2a 	 O(X;aa (6. 53}2 
aT 19 ay13 r 2 8712 *0734
a 2(D (x;ao )	 ca (x;aa}
a^.12 a^ 11
L
x a3	
x
CO	
G e; 0; aRd 	G x	 ...
 a'	 m
	 LCO 	 2	 R,.
M 1 -fold 1 2	
1	 m2--1 fold	 m2
d_q 2 , . , drr
(6. 54)
(6. 5 5)
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	8 2 (D(X;a }	 a2 (x;a }
_	 o	 o
t1 
a^12
80 
0- t2 - 
a
'Y12 80 13
	
a 2(D(x;a }	 a2(D(X;a }
	
0	 0
U ' 8Al2 8,Y 12 v -
	 802.
and finally
	
2 (x;ao}	 a2a (?	 O(x;a0}
w 1 = 
a^11 ag21 a w2 ag11'P12
(6.56)
(6.57)
(6. 58).
With a.. kl defined as in (5. 58) with aR replaced by ao, then the second order
variation. of
J (X;a t ) - J(A;g0) can be written as
+	 `ryi'W^^'CI~^1 + ^klr^klxR	 R	 J	 R	 J	 R.	 R2	 3	 2
+Z ( 'Ykt l ' lkV	 a•'	 +S +2. S +S +S^	 ^. kl - S + SR3 	1	 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 (5.59}
where
S 1	 LR ^^^j _ ^^ ^ J ^R 
	 'k1 / J aij kl1	 1
S -^• gyp•	 ^t - ^^	 ai' kl2	 i	 kl klR	 R2	 2
t	 ^	 rS3 -
	
	 ?^^ - aij	 y - -Ykl	 aij klR3
S 
- ui• - i . (PkII - 11
	 ai • klR	 3	 R1	 2
	
S 5 hi' w ^i'	 ('Ykl - kl	 ai' klR	 J	 R1	 3
S fi -	 ^3i. - 3i .	 (7kl 'Ykl	ai` kl
R2	 R3	 3
S
V1-19
(6.6 1)
(6.62)
(6.63)
`	 (6. 64)
(6.65)
r'
Now
 ) - zS = L, ZR	 kl ,Cl
1	 3
and applying (6. 40), (6. 42) and (6. 47) it is immediate that S., M Q-^
For S4, we have
M2	 M1 M2
f	 o	 ^	 p	 o 	 q	 P	 c
 + (P
.R	 3	 11	 J I	 kw11=1
k0i
k
which when applying (6. 48) is seen to vanish. Similarly S 8 is shown to
vanish.
By applying the results of the previous chapter and using the hy"
potheses of this theorem we-have that
2
S	 (Xij - Xi.
J	
(p1
R	
- 2q1
 +r
1
From (5. 106)
•
	
co	
2
	
Axx	 (f ^'^ f^ 1
e	 S 1 s^^.	
^'^i. - h*.
	
e	
R	
X
YO	 R1	 j	 o	 M2	 1«
	
2 (M 1
-1)	 (M1 -13
	
{ Y	 F2 W +	 ( - 23 CW 2 (X)
+(M 2) {	 6) x %a W F3 (x) dx	 (6 X031	 i
which we must show is positive. The integration over the last two terma,
is clearly positive ., so it is sufficient 
.
to. verify that
I
a
i
00	 M
xx 	 ie 0 x;a^	 _2 x2 -	 G2(x) F 2 (x) dx > 0	 (6.70)
o	 M2	 i
As in Theorem 5. 5, integrate
CO
xx
e	 x;aR	 02(x} F 2 W dx
	
o	 M2
by parts, which when substituted into (6. 70) results in
^ ^
	
Mi_i 2
	 2
	
o e (Dx;r^^M 	M^_2 x - ^i G 2 (x) F 2 (x^ dx
 )2
i	 2
	
2 - M
	
e	 x;aR	 G2(x) F 2 W dx
^. ° o	 M2	 .
00
+	 eXx G 2W Ax (D x;a	 F2	 PM+ pM x;Cae	 F2W2 Y
o	 L	 M2
	 2(	 M2
d F2(x^
+CD x;a
	
	 dx	 dx	 (6.71)
M2
which is seen to be positive for M I 3 3.
x
I'
.	
a
Similarly, the integral. over S3 is shown to be positive.
Finally, by again making use of (6. 48), we have that
2
S2 -
	
Pi•J 	 J- 9i• 	 (v - w i - w 2 + u)	 (6.72)R 2
Now
	..,	 G x, 
x-' g 3 A .. , , gM1' Q, aRM	 dE3... deM
CO
..M 1-2 fold
x
...	 G x, x, 3 , ... , 77M 0; a 	 dn3.... d-qM
	
C.	 2	 M2	 2
M 2 fold
= G2 x;aR	F2 x;aR	G2 N;aR	F2 x;aR
M1	 MI	 M1	 M1 	 (6.73)
where the notation that is introduced here is apparent, and
X2	
x	 a2
...	 2 G
	
D, a R	 d II	 ...	 2 G 71 0; a R	 d J71
M -fold  ^`	
M1	
M -fold ^^ 1	 M2..1	 2
(6.74)
Following the same technique used in partially evaluating q in Lemma 5.'6,.
introduce
1
a	 ^^	 p1
1
P1
1
1
w
and a -	 \ \	 P2P 	 \
p 2 	 ^`
as M 1-by-M 1 and M2 -by-M2 matricies respectively. Then perform the
necessary algebraic manipulations, and finally take limits as p
	
-1
^. M1-1
and' p -	 w 1	 In this way, v can be shown to. be (after taking limits)2 M2-I
	V = x2 G x;aR	F x;aR	G1 x;aR	FI x;aR
r
	
M	 M	 M	 MR1)
i	 (,
	
- x G2 x;aR	F2 x;aR
	G  x;aR	F  x;aR
	
MI	
M1	 M2	 M2
+G 2  x;aR	F 2 xaaR	GI x;aR	F  x;aR
	
Ti1.C2
	
^2	 1111	 IVl^
	
+G 2  x;aR M	 F2 x;aR	G2 xaaR	F2 x;aR
	
1	 ^1	 ^2	 ^2	 (6.75)
w  and w 2 can be similarly evaluated and s1lown to be (again after taking
limits)
	
w l = -x G2 xice	 F2 x;aR	Gi xaaR	FI x;aR
M 	 ' MI	 M2	 M2
r
	+ G2 x;aR	F2 x;aR	G2 x;aR	F2 x;aR
	
^^. 	 ^2 
and
	
w2 = -x G2 x;aR	R x;aR	GI xaaR	Fi x;aR
M2	 M2	 3.11ii	 Mi
	
+ G2 x;aR	F2 x;aR	G2 X; a, F 2 x;aR
	
Il i	Ml	 M2	 TIII2
.After substitution, it is immediate that
	
V w w -- w'+ u W x2 G x; a
	
F X; Q!
	
G x; a
	
F x; ai	 2	 I	 R	 1	 R 	 R 	 R 
^.	 ^.	 2	 2
and finally that
e	 v--wi w + u dx>Q
Yo
(6.76)
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Hence, J(X,,O ( o) is a local minimum in IP or equivalently,
PD Ma) is a local maximum in 7Po	 2L
6.3	 Choosing.the Largest of Several Local Maxima
1
QED
Several signal sets have been shown to be local maxima in the class
of adm" sible a for which D ^ M-2, i, e. , P2 . For large signal-to-noise
ratio at any rate the largest of these can be found.
Theorem 6. 3; Of all the local maxima (i. e.., all the ao in the previous
sections), at large signal.-to-noise ratio the one which has the largest
probability of detection ia- the one_ Which satisfies the condition
IM i - MZ	 1
	 (6.77)
`Remark:.. Thus,'.
 for M even, the largest local maximum consists of two
regular simplicies placed orthogonal to each other, each formed from M/B
signal vectors; and for M odd, one is formed from M-i signals and one from
M+l:	
2
2	 For each M there is only one of the local maxima which satisfies
(6. 77). Hence, the solution is unique.
It should also be noted that in all of the optimization performed to
date, the assumption of an equi-likely a priori distribution has been made.
In the case of the regular simplex, however, the resultant probability of
detection turned out to be independent of the a priori distribution. That is,..
even though the optimization was carried out for an equitylikely a priori
distribution, the probability of detection for the regular simplex does not
depend. on the a priori distribution. This is also the case .
 for the optimal
signal sets obtained in this chapter if M is even. When M is odd, however,
there is a dependence of the probability of detection on the a priori distri-
bution, a dependence which decreases as M increases.
The independence, of a priori distribution property occurs when the
signal structure is uniform, that is, the array of signals- when looking from
. a given signal vector is . identical. for all signals. This is clearly the case
ri
for the regular simplex. For two regular simplicies placed orthogonal
to one another, a signal chosen from one of them is automatically uniform
with respect to the other signal vectors in that simplex. However, it will
not be uniform with respect to the signal vectors of the other regular sim-
pleb unless both simplicies have the same number of signals, which occurs,
of course, when M is even. Equivalently stated, the region in which a
signal is decided upon when the received vector falls into it . has the same
shape for all signals.
When the uniformity property is present, then
M
P^ =	 P (Si wa s transmitted)j=i
P(Si was decided upon IS was transmitted)
P(Si was decided upon, S i was transmitted) -
M
•
	
	
P(Si was transmitted)i=1
ti P(S.1 was decided upon /S I, was transmitted),
acd is independent of i.
Proof: From Theorem 4. 6, for any q, and for large X
	
^	
2
	
,	 l	 1	 - x -' 2 X2ijP. ma) ,v i 2M
	
L,	
-	 Xe
	
i > J
	
yij
where
^.j
"ij
	 + x.
^.j
Applyii_.g this result to the a in this chapter, we obtain0
(4.79)
(4.80) .
and
82PD(A;ao)
amt
<0 (6.80)
h2z
PD (X;ao )	 1 - 2^r 2MXM1(M.- M1 ) e
(M1-1)gM1(M1-2)	 2 M 1	(M--M1-1) (M-M1)(M-M1-2)	 - 
'h
2 IW-M1
+	 2	 exp - z ?^ M 1
_ 2 +	 2	 exp a M M 1 2
(6.78)
where M2
 has been replaced by M - M 1 . Assuming for the present that M1
can vary continuously, it can be shown that when M 1 a M/2
aPD(?L;ao)
amt	 0 (6.79)
Mlvzl- 2
Also, since PD (?.;a), as approximated in (4.79), is strictly convex down as a-
function of the vector
712.
y =
	
(6.81)
YM-1, N!
we have that the solution is unique and hence that M1 should be chosen as
that integer which is closest to M/2. This is equivalent to saying that M1
and M2 should satisfy
IM1-M21<1	
QED
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a6. 4	 The Example of 5 Signal Vectors in 3 Dimensions
As an application of the results of this chapter, we shall consider
the apse of 5 points in 3 dimensions. Figure 6. 3 is a pictorial diagram of
the two systems to be compared; System. P with 3-points on the equator
and one on each pole is a special case of a when M = 5, M ^ = 3, and M=2.*
and  is therefore a local maximum of l'^(h;a}.
Consider a small arbitrary perturbation of System A., and approxi-
mate it by
J	 ;cr ^9 ? R1 J(h,aA ) +	 ah..	 ao	 ts. $2
i > a	 ^	 B=o
for small 0, where
mi
A.
iJ
. (0) = Sit (B kS 
3
.t (0) (6.83)
i
S.,
S3 S
st
S5
82
S4
SYSTEM A = aA
8 2
SYSTEM B = a t
S4
The coordinates of System A are, from Figure 6. 4:
s w	 (0, 0, i)
S2 =	 (0 2 is 0)
S3
=	 (4, -1. P 0)
S4 (i , 0 , 0)
S 5 =	 ( - I, 0, OY (6. 84)
The coordinates of Si (B j can be expressed in terms of trigonometric
functions from Figure 6. 4 at . 8	 w 1, and are as follows:
Si 40 _	 (sin B E sin 8 ii i , sin 8 Ei , Cos 0 ?i i , cos a El)
S 2 (0 _	 (Cos 8 E 2 sin. Bit , cos 8 E 2, Cos 9 dig, sin B E2)
f
S3 (0)
=	 (--cos 8 ^ 3 sin 8 03 , --cos B E 3 , cos B ^j3 , sin 0E3^
S4 (0 {cos 9 (E4 cos 0 V14, -cos ® E 4, sin 8 ;04, sin 0 E4)
i
S5 (0 (-cos ® E5 cos B r F W cos B E5, sin 8 05 , sin 0 e	 (6. 85)
where the e  and the
	 are arbitrary perturbation angles as indicated ini
Figure 6. 4.
By constructing the perturbation in this manner, the restriction
of D:5 3 is automatically satisfied.
Now,
CO	 x
J(X; aA) =	 dx eXx	 G^ i ) d 1
YO	 -- 00
XS G ^^ 2, ^ 3;O,crR ^ d^ 2d^ 3	S XS G(^4,.^5;!];aR ^ d^^d^ 5 -j ^(x) t5
CO	 -00
' ^1
fz
.
:A
aJ(^.sa i)	 aJ(h;aA )	 aJ(h;rxA) ash;a
ax 12	 T	 ax 13-	 ax 14	 ax 15
aJ(h;aA)	 aJ(h;aA)	 aJ(h;aA) aJ(X;CaA)
8;'24	 - ax	 ^ M ah	 - b25	 34	 35
and
aJ(h;aA)	 aJ(X;aA) '
=
ah23 
^ ^h45
Substituting
J (;t; a (B )) "zj' J(h;aA)
a^ — 1 -
+B a E
(j= 2 8 B	 e _ 01
e%j	 FU	 N	 N
eh24 (8	 ah25(01)
	
aIN (0)
	
ah25(^ .
b	 8	 8 _p	 aB	 g =o	 a8	 B =0	 ae	 0 =o
which can be shown to be
J (X,.a(o ^ R' J(haaA ) + a(E 2 + E3 + E4 + Ed 8
Since the Ei are arbitrary, they can be chosen to either increase
or decrease J (X;Cr(o )^ in the neighborhood of B ^. 0. Therefore, not only.
is System A (consisting of 4 points on the equator and one on a pole) snot
a local maximum, but also not even an extremum. Figure 6.-5 is a plot of
the probability of error for these two systems, indicating the preference
Of System B to System A at all sig4al--to-noise ratio.
rn
i
s
Further, it should be pointed -out that the minimum, distance
between the different vectbirs is the same for both of these systen^s,
thus proving that the relationship between maximizing the probability
a of .detectioh-an maxi ' izj,ng the minimum distance which exists when
there is no 'dim 'ensionalityr restriction does not exist when there are
restrictions on the dimensionality more severe than D :S -1.
a
. 	 fi
i
